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ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
BOARD OF EDUCATION AND THE TEACHERS 
Represented by the
BOULDER VALLEY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
of the
BOULDER VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT RE-2J
A-l.l
SECTION A: GENERAL PROVISIONS
ADHERENCE TO AGREEMENT: Both parties agree that during the term of this 
Agreement, adherence to the provisions contained herein will be an obli­
gation and duty of each. There will be no strikes or other individual 
or concerted action designed to deprive the youth in the schools of the 
services of Unit B employees. Any employee who engages in such actions 
during the term of this Agreement shall be subject to severe disciplinary 
action. Such disciplinary action shall be subject to the Grievance 
Procedure contained in this Agreement, except where applicable the 
Colorado Tenure Act will apply. The Board of Education further agrees 
that it will not, during the term of this Agreement, officially adopt 
or implement any condition of employment contrary to the provisions 
of this Agreement.
★A-1.2 SCHOOL BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES: Except as expressly provided in this 
Agreement, the determination and administration of school policy, the 
determination of school curriculum, the operation and management of 
the schools, and the direction of employee are vested exclusively in 
the Board of Education.
*A-1.3 EFFECT OF AGREEMENT: The parties mutually agree that the terms and 
conditions set forth in this Agreement represent the full and complete 
understanding and commitment as of January 1, 1978 between the parties 
hereto which may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from, or 
modified only through the voluntary, mutual consent of the parties in 
an amendment hereto.
A-1.4 Should any part of this Agreement be declared illegal by a court of 
competent jurisdiction it shall be automatically deleted from this 
Agreement to the extent that it violates the law, but the .remaining 
portion shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of 
the Agreement to the extent it is not affected by the deleted portion.
A-1.5 SAVINGS CLAUSE: In the adoption of this Agreement, the parties agree 
that nothing contained herein is intended to be construed to delegate or 
limit the powers, duties, discretions, and responsibilities of the Board 
of Education as prescribed by the Constitution and Laws of the State of 
Colorado. If any provision of this Agreement, or any application of the 
Agreement shall be found contrary to law, such provision or application 
shall have effect only to the extent permitted by Law.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny or restrict any rights 
an employee may have under the Laws and Constitution of the State of 
Colorado and the United States.
♦Identifies new or revised language
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A-2.1 DEFINITIONS
"Teacher" shall mean for the purpose of this Agreement an employee who is 
a member of Unit B. Unit B shall consist of certificated teachers, 
librarians, counselors, reading specialists, psychologists, speech and 
language specialists, and social workers who are employed in such capacity 
on at least a half-time contract.
A-2.2 "Part-time Teacher" shall mean a teacher (as defined above) who normally 
performs services as an employee of this District in an amount of time 
less than 4 hours during each regular school day, and under the pro­
visions of the Teacher Employment Dismissal and Tenure Act of 1967 is 
not eligible to acquire tenure.
A-2.3 "The Agreement" shall mean this document which is binding upon and 
inuring to the benefit of Unit B employees and the Boulder Valley 
School District for the period of January 1, 1978, through December 31, 
1979, subject to contract opening under Section K-l.l Future Conference 
and Terms.
A-2.4 For purposes of this Agreement, those teachers assigned to the middle 
schools are considered Secondary School Teachers.
A-3.1 RECOGNITION: Members of Unit B have the right to elect an organization
to represent them in negotiations with the Board of Education on matters 
pertaining to salaries, hours, terms and conditions of employment, pro­
cessing of alleged grievances, and on matters which both parties agree 
are proper subjects for negotiations.
*A-3.2 The Board of Education hereby reaffirms recognition of the Boulder Valley 
Education Association as the exclusive representative of the members of 
Unit B for the effective dates of this Agreement and for such additional 
periods of time as its recognition may be extended under the policies 
and procedures of the Board of Education. All rights and privileges 
granted the Association under the terms and provisions of this Agreement 
are for the exclusive use of the Association.
*A-4.1 ELECTION PROCEDURES: The election procedures of the Board of Education 
for the purpose of determining the appropriate representative of Unit B 
and other units is listed for informational purposes as Exhibit A.
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SECTION B: NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURE
B-l.l SCOPE: The Board of Education representatives will meet with Unit B 
representatives to negotiate and reach agreements on matters pertaining 
to salaries, hours, terms and conditions of emplQyment, procedures for 
the processing of alleged grievances, and on other matters which both 
parties agree are proper subjects for negotiations.
B-1.2 REPRESENTATION: On or before March 1, the Board and the Association 
shall each appoint not more than seven (7) persons who shall negotiate 
pursuant to the provisions of this agreement. Either party may, if 
it so desires, use the services of outside consultants and may call 
upon proper representatives to participate in negotiations.
B-1.3 Both parties shall negotiate in good faith and in timely fashion.
B-2.1 TIME AND PLACE OF NEGOTIATIONS: Negotiation meetings shall normally be 
scheduled at times which do not interfere with school schedules and 
the educational program, however, pursuant to good faith negotiations, 
both teams may mutually agree that it is necessary to meet on school 
time. If it is necessary to meet on school time, a maximum of three 
Association negotiators will be released from their regular assignments 
to attend such meetings without loss of pay. During mediation and 
fact-finding sessions, of the time taken off by Association members, 
one-half will be charged against "BVEA days". In the event that no 
BVEA days remain, one-half of the substitute salary cost shall be borne 
by the Association and one-half by the Board.
B-3.1 INITIATION: A written request for negotiations shall be submitted by 
the party(ies) desiring negotiations no later than the 1st day of August.
B-3.2 Within ten (10) working days following the receipt of request for 
negotiations, the recipients shall make written acknowledgement of the 
request.
♦B-4.1 PROCEDURES: Packages containing proposals for changes shall be exchanged 
no later than September 1st. On contract reopening for 1980 each party 
shall be limited to five contract items (Section E and four items to be 
identifiable by section letter and first number).
*B-5.1 OPEN NEGOTIATIONS: Formal negotiations meetings between the parties 
shall be conducted in open, public sessions. The first session shall 
be held no later than October 1st. During any session, either party 
may caucus in a closed meeting separately but not together. Public 
notice of all sessions shall be given at least 48 hours in advance, 
except in emergency situations. In emergency situations, as mutually 
agreed upon, the earliest possible notice will be given to the public. 
Mediation and fact finding shall be conducted in closed sessions.
B-5.2 During negotiations the proposal for change of either party may be 
modified or added to. Those sections of the Agreement which had no 
proposal for change by either party may also be deleted or modified.
♦Identifies new or revised language
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B-5.3
B-5.4
B-5.5
*B- 6.1
During negotiations unilateral communications from the Board or 
administrators to Unit B members or from Unit B members to the Board 
or administration shall be limited to matters concerning normal conduct 
of district affairs. This does not preclude bilateral communication 
between Board irtembers, district administrators and Association 
leadership on matters under negotiation.
The above stated procedures do not prohibit additional negotiations 
when the two parties mutually agree.
Tentative agreements reached during negotiations, including mediation 
or fact-finding, shall be reduced to writing, dated and initialed by 
both parties. Agreement on any matter in negotiations is reached only 
when the parties have tentative agreement on all matters in negotiations 
subject to ratification by both parties.
Association requests for records, lists, or other data should be 
addressed to the Director of Personnel with a copy to the Superintendent 
Association requests will be limited to the President of BVEA, the 
UNIServ Director, and the Chairman of the BVEA Negotiating Committee.
The Director of Personnel shall respond to the request within five (5) 
school days in writing, either supplying the requested information or 
indicating how the information may be obtained and suggesting a time 
and procedure.
PROCEDURE FOR IMPASSE: In the event that tentative agreement cannot be
reached on all items under negotiation by the negotiation teams, or 
negotiations have not been concluded by November 7, unless extended by 
mutual consent, an impasse shall exist, and the following procedure 
shall be followed:
B-6.2.1 Mediation: The issues in dispute shall be submitted to a mediator
for the purpose of inducing the Board and the Association to make 
a voluntary agreement.
B-6.2.2 Unless both sides agree otherwise, the Board and the Association
shall, within ten days of the declaration of impasse, submit a 
written request for a mediator to the American Arbitration 
Association or the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.
B-6.2.3 If the latter service is used, a request to them for assistance
shall be made by each party or as required by F.M.C.S.
B-6.2.4 If the A.A.A. is to be used, such request should ask for the
naming of seven qualified mediators to be submitted to the 
Board and the Association.
B-6.2.5 The A.A.A. mediator shall be selected by the Board and the
Association 10 days after receipt of the names of the mediators. 
The procedure shall be (unless mutually agreed otherwise) for each 
party to strike alternate names from the list until only one name 
remains. This person shall then be asked to mediate the dispute. 
If he declines, the last two names to be stricken from the list 
shall be sent to the A.A.A. with the request to select the 
mediator from these two.
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B-6.2.6 The form, dates and times of meetings shall be arranged by the 
mediator.
B-6.2.7 The mediator shall meet with representatives of the Board and 
the Association either separately or together.
B-6.2.8 If mediation fails in whole or in part, the mediator shall report 
the issues that remain in dispute to the Board and the Association.
B-6.2.9 The cost for services of the mediator or the ATA.A., including 
per diem expenses, if any, and necessary and actual travel 
expenses, shall be shared equally by the Board and the Association.
B-6.3.1 Fact-Finding: If the mediation procedure described above has 
failed to bring about agreement on all issues, either party through 
their representatives may request that the issues which remain 
in dispute be submitted to a fact-finder. Each side shall select 
one representative. These two representatives shall meet and choose 
the person to act as the fact-finder. This person will be selected 
within ten days after the request unless a mutually satisfactory 
later date is agreed upon.
B-6.3.2 The fact-finder will have authority to hold meetings and confer 
with any parties deemed advisable in seeking to uncover pertinent 
facts, but he will not have authority to incur any costs other 
than his own fee without prior agreement of the Board and the 
Association.
B-6.3.3 The fact-finder shall provide a written report to the two parties 
within 30 calendar days after the hearings have commenced.
B-6.3.4 Representatives of the Association and the Board shall meet within 
five days after receiving the report of the fact-finder to consider 
their positions in light of the findings of the fact-finder.
B-6.3.5 In the event that impasse still exists, the finding shall be 
reported to the Board at the next regularly scheduled meeting 
of the Board, or at a special meeting if the Board chooses to 
schedule one.
B-6.3.7 All costs incurred in the above process are to be shared equally 
by the Board and the Association.
B-7.1 ADOPTION AND RATIFICATION OF AGREEMENT: Tentative agreements reached 
as a result of negotiations shall be reduced to writing and presented 
to the Association membership for ratification. The association shall 
have fifteen (15) working days, exclusive of June 5th through 
September 5th, from the date that the tentative agreement has been 
presented in which to file a written statement accepting or rejecting 
the Agreement. Absence of such written statement within this allowed 
time shall constitute ratification. Following such ratification, 
the agreement shall be presented to the Board for its ratification.
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The Board of Education shall, after public hearing, as required by 
law, submit to the appropriate tax levying body a request for such 
funds as shall be sufficient to fund the proposed operating budget. 
Final approval of this Agreement is contingent upon the adoption of 
a budget by the Boulder Valley Public Schools in compliance with the 
School District Budget Law and the appropriations therein of sufficient 
funds to meet the financial obligations contained in this Agreement. 
However, approval of this Agreement by the Board indicates that they 
intend to appropriate adequate funds to implement all provisions of 
the Agreement. It is expressly understood, however, that submission 
of the budget to referendum is the sole prerogative of the Board. 
Following the adoption of such budget and after the negotiated 
agreements are adopted by the Board, said agreements shall be entered 
as an addendum to the policies of the district.
INTERIM NEGOTIATIONS: It is recognized by the Board of Education and
the Association that all situations and developments could not be 
anticipated at the time this Agreement was negotiated. Change(s) 
in the Agreement during its effective dates may be negotiated when 
the parties mutually agree that proposed change(s) are necessary.
If as a result of such negotiations, agreement is reached on proposed 
change(s), such change(s) will be presented to the Association's 
Board of Directors and the Board of Education for ratification. If 
both parties ratify the proposed change(s), such change(s) will be 
signed by the Board and Association presidents and will become 
admendment(s) to the existing agreement. If the issue (s) under 
consideration in interim negotiations cannot be resolved, the issue(s) 
may become topics for the next negotiations.
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SECTION C; DUTIES OF THE TEACHER
C-l.l PROFESSIONAL DUTIES: State Statutes, found in Colorado Education 
Law, define certain requirements and responsibilities for both teachers 
and Boards of Education.
C-1.2 The teacher's individual contract concerns matters needing understanding 
between the Board and an individual before entering into the mutual 
commitment of employment.
C-1.3 The District Handbook of Bylaws, Policies and Procedures define most 
operational matters for teachers and other employees. Duties of the 
teacher include pupil registration, attendance-keeping and record­
keeping, pupil discipline, reporting to parents, supervision of pupils, 
and the request for, care of and accounting for instructional materials 
and equipment.
C-1.4 If there is an inconsistency between an individual contract and this 
Agreement on a matter concerning hours, terms or conditions of employ­
ment, this Agreement shall govern.
C-1.5 This Agreement defines terms and conditions of employment that apply 
to all members of Unit B.
C-1.6 No conflict between the individual contract, administrative procedures. 
Board policies and the Agreement is intended. In cases where conflict 
may arise, such will be rectified.
C-2.1 BOARD POLICIES: The policies of the Board of Education are recognized 
as being of vital concern to employees affected by them. Consequently, 
for actions concerning policies not covered in this Agreement which 
affect enqployees in Unit B, the administration shall inform the 
Association at a reasonable time prior to the initiation of such change, 
in order to provide for consultation with organization members.
C-3.1 CONTRACT YEAR: The contract year for members of Unit B covered by the 
teacher salary schedule, shall consist of 183 scheduled days, of which 
180 days are scheduled teaching days and three days are district 
orientation, in-service training or preparation.
C-4.1 SCHOOL CALENDAR: A tentative school calendar shall be developed by 
administrators and Association members for the academic year and shall 
be presented to the Board no later than January 10. At the meeting in 
February, the Board shall formally adopt this calendar or set a specific 
date for adoption of this or any revised calendar. The Board shall 
provide the BVEA with a copy of any revised calendar at least one month 
prior to adoption and the Association will have the opportunity at the 
next meeting to offer opinions, preferences and objectives.
♦C-5.1 TEACHING HOURS AND TEACHING LOAD: Teachers shall be on duty in their 
respective buildings 37^ hours per week as arranged by the principal in 
cooperation with the faculty. The 37*s hours per week shall be inclusive 
qf (a) duty free planning time, (b) necessary travel time attributed 
directly to teaching schedule and (c) at least a 30 minute guaranteed 
daily, duty-free, lunch period.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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*C-5. 2 
C-5.3
C-5.4
C-5.5
C-5.6
C-6.1
C-6.2
C-6.3
C-6.4
A minimum of 4*j hours on the secondary level and 3S hours on the 
elementary level of duty-free planning time will be provided per week. 
Every reasonable effort will be made to provide planning periods of 
meaningful length.
For the occasional school activities which occur outside the regular 
school day, and which require the presence of (a) teacher(s), an 
equitable master schedule shall be established by the principal in 
cooperation with the faculty and posted as early in the school year 
as possible.
Extra duty and other special assignments for which the teacher receives 
extra remuneration shall be in addition to the 37>s hour week.
Teachers may leave the building during their lunch period but must 
advise the office of their intention to be absent.
In senior high schools, a teacher will be assigned no more than the 
equivalent of five instructional periods. In the junior high schools 
a teacher will be assigned no more than six periods of instruction per 
day inclusive of study halls. In all secondary schools, additional duty 
time needed during the school day to carry out Board approved programs 
and to maintain safety, order and welfare of the students, or for special 
programs developed by the faculty, will be equitably shared by the 
faculty members of the respective buildings as these needs arise.
ELEMENTARY CLASS SIZE: K-6 Grade Class Size. It is the goal of the
School District to limit the size of kindergarten and first grade classes 
to a maximum of 26, of grades 2 and 3 to 29, and of grades 4, 5, and 6 to 
31 pupils. The Executive Director of Elementary Education shall meet on 
request with the faculty and principal of a building where these goals 
cannot be met by adjusting classes within the building. Such meetings 
shall determine what assistance, if any, will be provided to teachers of 
such oversize classes.
If children from educable mentally handicapped, perceptually or conmuni- 
cative disordered, emotional or behavior disordered, or physically 
handicapped classes are integrated into regular classes, the special 
teacher shall confer with the regular classroom teacher prior to such 
integration to determine the impact on the regular class and to determine 
what additional assistance, if any, is required in terms of the child's 
successful integration. Additional assistance will usually take the form 
of (1) special teacher monitoring the progress of the integrated child 
with respect to matters of programming, or (2) special teacher working 
individually with the regular classroom teacher to provide support for 
programming and implementation. If the special teacher and the regular 
classroom teacher do not agree on (1) or (2) above, the principal will 
meet with the teachers to resolve the matter.
At no time will children from regular classrooms be accepted in special 
education services for any purpose without completing the proper staff­
ing procedure prior to such change.
When monolingual children (non-English speaking) are placed in regular 
classrooms, the teacher may request, through the principal, assistance 
from available district resources.
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C-6.5 Upon request, the appropriate level executive director and the Director 
of Special Education will meet with the teachers involved and the 
principal to assist in resolving any difficulties or problems that arise.
07.1 SECONDARY STUDENT LOAD: In all secondary teaching assignments, except 
physical education and music, every reasonable effort shall be made so 
that the total load shall not exceed a maximum of 7754students per week 
exclusive of study hall. This does not preclude a teacher from request­
ing an additional load beyond the maximum stated above.
07.2 There shall be a minimum of three teaching days between the end of a 
school quarter and the deadline for submitting grade reports at the 
building level.
07.3 Integration of handicapped children in the secondary classes shall be 
accomplished as per the provisions contained in C-6.2, 3, 4, and 5.
08.1 DEPARTMENT OR DIVISION HEAD: Each secondary building principal, in 
consultation with the faculty shall, by May 1 of the school year, develop 
building guidelines that provide for the number of departments or 
divisions in the building and a method of selecting candidates from 
which the principal may appoint chairpersons for the Departments or 
Divisions. The guidelines shall provide for six or fewer departments 
and/or divisions as agreed to by the faculty. The Executive Director 
of Secondary Education may approve an increase in the number of Depart­
ments and/or Divisions. The guidelines developed in the buildings must 
be approved by the Executive Director of Secondary Education and filed 
with the BVEA before incrementation.
08.2 Compensation for services as department or division chairperson may be 
either by released time or payment in excess of the salary schedule accord­
ing to the provisions of C-8.2.1 or C-8.2.2. A Department or Division 
must consist of a minimum of three teachers to qualify for released 
time or payment under section C-8.2.1 or C-8.2.2.
08.2.1 Within staff allocations, a building principal may provide released
time for department chairpersons according to the following schedule:
1) Departments or Divisions with three to five F.T.E. teachers - 
at least 2 periods per week.
2) Departments or Divisions with six to eight F.T.E. teachers - 
at least 3 periods per week.
3) Departments or Divisions with nine or more F.T.E. teachers - 
at least 5 periods per week.
08.2.2 Payment in excess of regular salary where staff allocations do not 
permit released time for department or division chairpersons shall 
be made according to the following schedule:
Each Department or Division chairperson shall receive a basic 
stipend of $200 per year. An additional stipend of $30 per 
FTE teacher or major fraction thereof in the department or 
division to a total maximum stipend of $650 per year shall 
be paid.
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C-9.1 STAFF MEETINGS: Regular building staff meetings shall be scheduled as 
needed on Thursdays. Announcements# including major topics shall be 
made at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting. Special meetings may 
be called by the principal to deal with emergencies but such meetings 
shall be kept to a minimum and shall deal with only those emergency 
items for which the meeting was called. Every effort shall be made to 
keep all meetings as short as possible. Teachers shall attend all 
staff meetings unless excused by the principal.
C-10.1 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Pre-School Sessions: Each teacher is to 
attend the pre-school session for all teachers. Each teacher is to 
attend the appropriate grade or departmental meetings and building 
faculty meetings.
C-10.2 First Aid: First aid policies shall be as stipulated by the Board of 
Education policy adopted August 23, 1976.
C-10.3 Life Certificates: Effective January 1, 1977# holders of Colorado Life 
Certificates are required to complete six hours of Board-approved work 
every five years.
If the holder of a life certificate does not comply with this 
requirement# this teacher will receive the same salary that 
he/she earned the previous school year. This salary freeze 
will remain in effect for tfye entire school year. If the six 
semester hours or Board-approved equivalent are completed by the 
beginning of the following year# the teacher will receive the 
appropriate salary increase. Increases lost through non-compliance 
with the negotiated agreement cannot be recouped.
C-ll.l TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS: Teachers shall be notified in writing of any 
change in their tentative assignments for the ensuing school year, 
including the schools to which they will be assigned, and the grade 
and/or subject they will teach, and any special or unusual course that 
they will have as soon as practicable, and under normal circumstances 
no later than June 1. If circumstances prohibit identifying the 
assignment, the teacher shall be notified in writing explaining the 
reasons by June 1.
011.2 In arranging schedules for teachers who are assigned to more than one 
school# the amount of inter-school travel will be held to a minimum. 
Such teachers shall be notified of any changes in their schedules as 
soon as practicable. Itinerant teachers who may be required to use 
their own automobiles in the performance of their duties and who are 
assigned to more than one school per day shall be reimbursed for inter­
school travel at the current mileage allowance. (See Section E). For 
teachers assigned to more than one building, time needed for travel, 
lunch# and planning shall be allowed for in arranging schedules. Such 
traveling teachers will attend staff meetings in the building utilizing 
the greater percentage of the teacher's time. If such meetings require 
travel from another building, reimbursement for such travel will be 
paid at the current mileage allowance.
011.3 In the case of teachers employed prior to July 31, the original build­
ing assignment shall be made by the Director of Personnel as soon after 
initial appointment as practicable.
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C-12.1 CLASSROOM VACANCIES: When vacancies in the classroom occur, and where 
it is not oractical to secure a substitute, the principal mav assiqn a 
reaular teacher to cover the vacancy. If such an assiqnment is made bv 
the principal, the teacher will be entitled to compensation at the rate 
aqreed upon. (See Section E)
012.2 The above does not preclude voluntary arranqements between teachers as 
approved bv the buildinq principal. There shall be no extra pav for 
these voluntary arranqements.
012.3 Absences at the Request of the Administration. Teacher absences which 
are created bv the school administration will be covered by substitutes. 
When it is not possible to provide a substitute, the absence will be 
covered as indicated in "classroom vacancies" above.
013.1 EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS, CLASSROOM CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE: In order to 
insure maximum educational benefits for all pupils, the teacher shall 
expect and demand of each pupil conformity with all rules and requlations 
of the school and classroom which are consistent with school district 
policies.
013.2 When the educational proqress of a pupil reflects chanqe of an extreme 
nature, the teacher will notify the pupil, parents and the principal's 
office. In those cases where the chanqe is neqative, the teacher shall 
try to help the student and will document such efforts.
013.3 When the behavior pattern of a pupil constitutes a problem in the class­
room or when chanqas in behavior create a discipline problem or contribute 
to a decline in educational proqress, the teacher shall try to help the 
pupil and will notify the pupil, parent and the principal's office.
The teacher will provide the opportunity for the pupil to improve his/her 
behavior and/or his/her educational proqress.
013.4 When it becomes evident to a teacher that a pupil needs additional 
attention, the teacher shall refer the pupil to the building principal 
or the appropriate building administrator. When such referral is made, 
the teacher must send written notification to the administrative office 
at the time of referral, and the pupil is to be sent to the principal's 
office. A pupil who is sent to the office by a teacher shall not be 
returned to class by the principal until the teacher has had the 
opportunity to discuss the situation with the principal and the pupil. 
Only a building principal or other administrator acting in his behalf 
has the authority to send a pupil from the school premises or to 
suspend a pupil.
013.5 A pupil shall be referred immediately to the principal or the appropriate 
building administrator when: there is "continued willful disobedience" 
or open and persistent defiance of proper authority; willful destruction 
of or defacing of school property; or behavior which is inimicable to 
the health, safety, welfare or morals or other pupils. If an administrator 
is not in the building, the teacher shall inform the secretary of the 
circumstances and ask the secretary to call the appropriate administrator 
as previously designated by the principal.
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C-13.6 Boulder Valley Schools will give high priority to improving and expanding 
the opportunities available for helping a student whose behavior is a 
problem. Approaches to be considered are:
1) Conferences among teacher(s) , administrators, counselors and others 
who might be ‘able to contribute insight.
2) Referral to psychologist and/or Mental Health Center.
3) Special"*Education programs.
4) Preventive court, juvenile authorities and probation department.
5) Welfare agencies and/or Youth Services Bureau.
6) Homebound and correspondence work.
7) Adult Education and General Educational Development.
8) Project Hold and other School District programs as they 
become available.
9) Transfer to another school within the District.
10) Change in class assignment(s).
C-13.7 The above does not necessarily indicate a sequence that must be followed.
C-13.8 The teacher may be involved in determining what measures are used to
assist the student in improving his/her behavior. If he is not involved, 
he/she shall be notified as to the action taken. In any case, the principal 
or appropriate building administrator will continue to work with the 
teacher, parents and other personnel in order to improve the student's 
behavior.
C-14.1 USE OF PHYSICAL FORCE: A teacher may use reasonable and appropriate
physical force upon a minor when and to the extent it is necessary and 
appropriate to maintain discipline or promote the welfare of the minor.
C-14.2 When absence arises as a result of performing his/her duty(ies), and not 
caused by his/her own negligence, the teacher shall be entitled to the 
salary and benefits up to a maximum of what would be earned if at work 
for the period of such absence. Such absences shall not be charged to 
regular sick leave.
C-14.3 The Board may reimburse a teacher for the cost in excess of insurance 
benefits received for medical, surgical, or hospital services incurred 
as a direct result of injury sustained in the course of his employment, 
if recommended by the Superintendent, but may not reimburse for 
consequential damages or for aggravation of pre-existing injuries and 
shall not exceed the amount of his/her current salary.
014.4 Teachers shall make every attempt to report as soon as possible, but no 
later than the following morning, cases concerning C-14.1 to their 
principal, or in his/her absence, some other district administrator.
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C-15.1
C-15.2
C-16.1
LEGAL COUNSEL: The Board shall provide legal counsel of its selection,
if recommended by the Superintendent, to teachers in actions arising 
out of disciplinary action involving a pupil of the school district while 
in the proper discharge of duties within the scope of his/her employment.
Teachers shall make every attempt to report as soon as possible, but 
no later than the following morning, cases of assault suffered by them 
in connection with their employment to their principal or in his/her 
absence some other district administrator.
TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS: Teachers shall not be required to transport
pupils to activities which take place away from the school building.
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SECTION D ; EMPLOYMENT
D-l.l NON-DISCRIMINATION: The School Board and the Association reaffirm that 
there shall be no discrimination against any employee because of race, 
age, marital status, creed, color, sex, national origin, or participation 
in any professional educational organization.
D-2.1 MEDICAL EXAMINATION: All instructional personnel must have a medical 
examination, including a tuberculin test, at their own expense, prior 
to entering the employ of the District, and must fulfill any other 
health requirements imposed by the state. A tuberculin test is also 
required every three years thereafter.
D-2.2 A special health examination may be required whenever a physical or 
mental condition interferes, or appears likely to interfere, with the 
health and safety of other employees or pupils or the educational 
progress of pupils. The costs for these special health exams shall be 
paid by the District.
D-3.1 PROBATION: Each year of the first three years of employment is considered 
a probationary year in the Boulder Valley Schools. During such three 
years, the teacher shall be given constructive leadership and guidance 
by the administrative and supervisory staff. The probationary teacher 
shall be evaluated twice each year. The first such evaluation shall be 
conducted during the first nine-week grading period of the school year 
and the second evaluation shall be conducted not later than two weeks 
after the end of the second nine-week grading period.
D-3.2 Probationary teachers employed after the beginning of the school year 
but prior to the end of the first semester shall have the initial 
evaluation after the full nine-week grading period following date of 
employment.
D-3.3 The principal shall discuss progress with each probationary teacher after 
the first full grading period following the date of employment, and the 
subsequent grading period, reduce the discussion to writing, and furnish 
a copy to the teacher. Procedure to be as in D-4 below.
D-3.4 Assistance may also be provided to teachers in need of it by a committee 
of two or more teachers appointed by the principal, if either the principal 
or teacher requests it.
D-3.5 No later than March 1, the principal shall advise the probationary 
teacher of his/her intent to recommend to the Board of Education renewal 
or nonrenewal of the teacher's contract.
D-3.6 A probationary teacher employed by the school district on a full-time 
basis shall be deemed to be re-employed for the succeeding academic 
year at the salary which he would be entitled to receive under the 
teachers' salary schedule unless the Board shall cause written notice 
to the contrary to be given to said teacher on or before the fifteenth 
day of April of the academic year during which said teacher is employed.
♦Identifies new or revised language
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D-4.1 TENURE: The Board of Education policy concerning employment, dismissal, 
termination, and non-renewals of teachers shall be the Colorado Teacher 
Employment, Dismissal, and Tenure Act of 1967 and subsequent revisions 
thereof.
D-5.1 NON-TENURE TEACHER EVALUATION: Probationary teacher evaluations shall 
be made by the principal or immediate supervisor. The teacher shall be 
informed in advance of the evaluation and how such evaluation shall be 
conducted.
D-5.2 The evaluation shall include not less than two (2) separate first-hand 
observations in the classroom by the evaluator. These observations will 
be conducted openly and with the knowledge of the teacher being evaluated.
D-5.3 The classroom portion of the evaluation report shall include specific 
comments that pertain only to the observations made in the classroom, 
and positive suggestions for improvement where needed.
D-5.4 If the evaluator considers the alleged deficiencies to be such as to justify 
dismissal or non-renewal if not corrected or improved, the report shall so 
state. Constructive assistance and administrative aid shall be promptly 
available to the teacher involved. In such cases the teacher may request 
another evaluation and one shall be scheduled no later them March 1.
D-5.5 Initial discussion of the probationary teacher evaluation reports shall 
be in private between the teacher and the evaluator. During this dis­
cussion the teacher may ask for specifics and amplification concerning 
any evaluations made, and for suggestions on how to improve. The teacher 
shall have the right to have an association representative or fellow 
teacher in attendance during a subsequent discussion if one is scheduled. 
The evaluator shall be responsible for preparing a record of the evalua­
tion discussions for the teacher's District Personnel File. The teacher 
shall sign this record as evidence that the contents have been reviewed 
and discussed. If the teacher disagrees with the evaluator's statements, 
he or she shall so note and within five (5) working days of the last 
discussion, prepare and return to the evaluator a signed supplemental 
statement to be attached to the record and filed with the record.
D-5.6 No evaluation shall reflect negatively on a teacher because of a shortage 
of books or materials or because of loss of, or damage to, materials 
or equipment by students which develop outside the teacher's control.
D-5.7 Any evaluation of extra-duty assignments shall be separate and apart from 
the evaluation of classroom teaching assignments.
*D-5.8 No teacher shall be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or compen­
sation, suspended, demoted, or adversely evaluated without just cause.
In cases of termination the Colorado Tenure Act will apply.
D-6.1 TENURE TEACHER EVALUATION: Tenure teacher evaluations shall follow the 
guidelines for non-tenure teacher evaluation as described in paragraphs 
D-5.1 through D-5.8 of this Agreement.
D-6. 2 Under normal circumstances tenure teachers shall be evaluated every 
three (3) years.
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D-7.1 ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFERS: A member of Unit B may be transferred upon the 
recommendation of the Superintendent of the School District from one 
school position or grade level to another within the school district if 
such transfer does not result in the assignment of the employee to a 
position of employment for which he/she is not qualified by virtue of 
academic preparation and certification.
D-7.2 When the recommendation for transfer of an employee is initiated by a 
principal, it shall be the responsibility of the principal to inform 
the employe^ concerned in writing with specific reasons before sub­
mitting the recommendation to the appropriate administrator.
D-8.1 NOTIFICATION OF VACANCIES: A list of all vacancies by position and 
school shall be compiled by the Director of Personnel and posted at 
least bi-monthly in all schools from March 1st to June 1st. From June 1st 
until July 15th, a list of current vacancies shall be posted weekly in 
the Personnel Office. Under normal circumstances, employee initiated 
transfers will not be permitted after August 1st each year.
*D-9.1 REQUEST FOR REASSIGNMENT: Members of Unit B may make application to the 
Director of Personnel for reassignment to another position when a vacancy 
is posted. The employee shall provide the current principal with a copy 
of the application. Such request should include the reason(s) for making it. 
When unique needs or unusual circumstances would seem to require it, a 
member of Unit B may apply directly to the Director of Personnel for special 
reassignment considerations, even when specific openings are not available 
or posted.
D-9.2 Written requests for reassignment shall be filed in the Personnel Office 
by the date specified on the notification of vacancies posted in the 
schools and/or the Personnel Office. The Personnel Office will acknow­
ledge receipt of all requests and will inform each applicant in writing 
of the disposition of the request as soon as it is practicable. If the 
teacher wishes to know the status of his or her application, the informa­
tion shall be provided upon request by the teacher. The employee may also 
request an interview with the principal or Director of Personnel for an 
explanation of the reason(s) for not being reassigned as requested.
D-9.3 The Personnel Office will send a list of employees requesting reassign­
ment to posted vacancies to those building principals where such vacancies 
exist.
D-10.1 FILLING VACANCIES: In determining the teacher to be assigned to a vacant 
position, the primary consideration is the good of the District and the 
students as determined by the principal of the school where the vacancy 
exists, and the principal at the school where the teacher seeks reassign­
ment, following consultation, where appropriate, with the department or 
grade level teachers who will work with that teacher. When considering 
applicants, primary consideration shall be given to professional qualifi­
cations and the maintenance of a reasonable composition among the 
employees with respect to age, sex, marital status, and ethnic origin. 
Professional qualifications shall be defined as major and minor fields 
of preparation, advanced degrees and credentials held, recency of train­
ing, and special skills desired in the position. When there is more than 
one applicant for the position in question and all of the above criteria 
are essentially equal, priority shall be given to the applicant with the 
most active permanent certificated service in the district.
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D-10.2 Final determination of assignments shall be made by the Superintendent 
of Schools through his designated representative.
D—11.1 POSITIONS FILLED BY TEMPORARY TEACHERS: Positions filled by temporary 
teachers before or during a g^ven school year for reasons other than an 
employee's leave of absence shall be posted as vacancies before a sub­
sequent school year commences and district employees permitted to request 
reassignment to the position. Such reassignment requests shall be con­
sidered under the provisions of D-9.1 before the position is filled on 
a regular basis.
D-11.2 The voluntary transfer of teachers during their probationary period will 
be discouraged.
D-12.1 REDUCTION IN BUILDING STAFF: When it becomes necessary to transfer 
employees between schools because of an over-teachered situation, the 
immediate administrator of the school shall decide in which grade level 
or subject area the over-teachered conditions exist. After the conditions 
of the Colorado Tenure Act have been met, seniority in the District will 
govern the administrator's determination of the teacher(s) to be retained 
in the building, provided however, the teacher(s) has/have demonstrated 
the skills necessary to maintain the building's programs.
D-12.2 An employee may volunteer to be displaced from an over-teachered school 
and be assigned to a school which has need for the employee's services, 
provided such voluntary displacement involves the concurrence of the 
employee, the current principal, and the receiving principal and may be 
effected even though a regular transfer request has not been submitted.
D-12.3 Each teacher subject to layoff under building staff reductions will be 
reassigned to another program or position for which qualified if there 
is a vacancy. If no vacancy exists, the provisions of D-13.4 shall 
govern.
D-13.1 REDUCTION IN FORCE: When it becomes necessary for the Board of Education 
to reduce the professional staff in Unit B, the Board of Education shall 
notify the Association of the intended reductions and the reasons there­
fore. As soon as practical after such notification, representatives of 
the Board and the Association shall meet to discuss the proposed reduction 
in force.
D-13.2 Announcement of the probable number of elementary and secondary personnel 
to be affected by the contemplated reduction in force will be made no later 
than March 1 of the school year. Announcement of the classifications and 
probable numbers to be affected will be made no later than May 15 of the 
school year. Notification of specific personnel affected by the reduction 
in force will contain the reason(s) for such reduction and will be made 
as soon as possible.
D-13.3 If the Board votes to reduce the number of certificated personnel, after 
consideration of Affirmative Action guidelines, the provisions of the 
Colorado Teachers Employment, Dismissal, and Tenure Act, and qualifications 
reduction in force will occur in the following order:
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D-13.4
*D-13.5
D-13.6
*D-13.7
D-13.8
* D-13.9
(a) normal attrition (retirements and resignations)
(b) termination of non-tenure personnel with strong 
consideration given to the inverse order of seniority
(c) termination of tenure personnel as outlined in D-13.4
If no vacancy exists within the school district for tenured teachers to 
be laid off from a given building, the following procedure will apply:
(a) tenured teachers with the least seniority in the classification 
affected will be the first to be removed,
(b) a tenured teacher removed under (a) will displace the teacher 
with the least seniority in a similar job classification 
within the district,
(c) a tenured teacher who cannot displace another teacher in a 
similar job classification because he/she does not have 
sufficient seniority will displace the teacher with the least 
seniority within the district whose assignment he/she is 
qualified to perform, and
(d) a tenured teacher displaced by another teacher under this 
procedure shall follow the same procedure in displacing 
another teacher.
Reduction in force personnel who wish to be considered for reemployment 
will provide written notification to the Director of Personnel which will 
include area(s) of qualification, position desired, address, and telephone 
number. Such information must be kept current by the individuals so 
affected. When position vacancies occur for which these individuals have 
the required qualifications, they will be notified and offered contracts, 
with strong consideration given to seniority.
Personnel who are offered reemployment under these circumstances will 
have ten (10) school days from date of notification to accept or reject 
the offer. If the offer of reemployment is rejected, such personnel will 
forfeit the rights described in D-13.5.
Reduction in force personnel will retain accumulated leave status (provid­
ing reimbursement for accumulted leave has not been made), postion on 
the salary schedule, tenure status, and shall also have the option to 
maintain medical and life insurance at their own expense for a period 
not to exceed two years.
No new certificated personnel will be hired for a period of two years 
unless all teachers dismissed due to a reduction in force have been given 
the opportunity to fill openings for which they have the necessary 
qualifications.
SENIORITY: In the event two or more staff members have the same starting
employment date, the date their first contract was signed shall govern.
In the exercise of seniority in the reduction of staff, the employee must 
have the qualifications necessary to perform the assignment involved. 
Preparation of the initital seniority lists covering the first five years 
shall be completed by April 15, 1977. The remainder of the lists shall be 
completed by December 31 of the school year. A copy of such lists shall 
be provided each building in the district and the Association. Annual 
updating of such lists shall be the responsibility of the Personnel 
Department.
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D-13.10 QUALIFICATIONS: Qualifications shall include certification by the Colorado 
Department of Education and/or endorsement by the North Central Association 
or equivalent, and specific job qualifications and training where they are 
established prerequisites of the district. In unusual circumstances where 
an employee's qualifications, personal or professional, are questioned, 
representatives of the Association and the employee concerned shall meet 
with the appropriate executive director and the Director of Personnel to 
discuss the question. The employee will be subsequently notified of the 
decision by the Director of Personnel.
D-14.1 RESIGNATION AND REEMPLOYMENT:. An employee who resigns from the Boulder 
Valley Schools and later applies for a new appointment may count previous 
Boulder Valley ejqperience at the rate of local credit, with the limitation 
that for each year of absence from Boulder Valley Schools, the person 
loses one year of local credit. The years of local credit that are sub­
tracted may be added to experience outside of the District to the maximum 
of outside experience allowed (five years).
D-15.1 SUMMER SCHOOL: Summer school openings will be publicized and posted by 
the Personnel Office no later than the preceding April 1, and teachers 
will be notified of the action taken by June 1 in all cases where assign­
ments can be determined and as soon thereafter as possible in cases where 
enrollment is in question.
D-15.2 Positions for summer school will be filled first by regularly employed 
teachers in the Boulder Valley School District whenever qualified.
D-15.3 In filling such positions, consideration will be given to a teacher's 
area of competence, major and/or minor field of study, quality of teach­
ing performance, attendance record, length of service in the Boulder 
Valley School District, and teaching experience.
D-15.4 In areas where there are more qualified applicants for summer school 
positions than positions available, preference shall be given to applicants 
who have not taught the summer sessions in the preceding year. Competence 
as defined above shall be considered first but in cases where qualifica­
tions are equal preference shall be given to tenure teachers.
D-15.5 The number of teachers employed will be dependent upon enrollment in the 
summer school program. Class size will be held to 30. Classes larger 
than this may be requested by the teacher.
D-15.6 Each teacher's salary shall be determined on the basis of the hourly rate 
shown in Section E.
D-15.7 Summer school teachers shall be entitled to two working days of sick 
leave. Unused sick leave shall be added to contract year sick leave but 
not to subsequent summer school sick leave.
D-15.8 Summer school teachers shall be paid in two equal installments, one at 
mid-term and one at the end of the summer school term. One-session 
teachers shall be paid at the end of the session.
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D - 22.2 If any employee has not been notified as provided in D-22.1, the employee 
shall receive a paycheck as soon as practicable.
D-22.3 Each Unit B employee shall receive a letter or other written notification 
prior to a salary change explaining how the salary under each new contract 
or column change is to be confuted; such letter or other written notifca­
tion to be in the hands of the teacher at least one week prior to the 
effective pay date.
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SECTION E : COMPENSATION
E-l.l COMPENSATION RATE: All Unit B employees for whom a special schedule 
is not included herein shall have their salary determined from the 
teachers' salary schedule. The salary provided in the index appro­
priate for education and experience shall be for the 183 day contract 
(C-3). Each day of work in excess of the 183 days shall be compensated 
at 1/183 of the annual salary (provided for the 183 days) per day. 
Hourly rate shall be compensated at the daily rate divided by 7 except 
as otherwise established in this Agreement.
♦E-1.2 Effective January 1, 1978, the base salary shall be $9900. Effective 
January 1, 1979, the base salary shall be $10,475.
♦E-2.1 MILEAGE: Effective January 1, 1978, employees required to use their 
own automobile, as discussed in Section C (11.2), shall be reimbursed 
at the rate of 16$ per mile. Effective January 1, 1979, employees shall 
be reimbursed for mileage at the rate of 17$ per mile.
E-3.1 CLASSROOM VACANCIES: Assignment to classroom vacancies as discussed in 
Section C (12) shall be compensated at the rate of $5.00 per hour or major 
fraction of an hour.
E-4.1 CREDIT HOURS: Credit for training as shown on the salary schedules in 
this Agreement is based on semester hours.
♦E-5.1 SUMMER SCHOOL AND DRIVERS EDUCATION: Effective January 1, 1978, salary 
is determined on the basis of an hourly rate of $8.50. Effective 
January 1, 1979, salary is determined on the basis of am hourly rate of 
$9.00.
♦E-6.1 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: Effective January 1, 1978, and for the duration 
of this agreement, salary is determined on the basis of am hourly rate 
of $8.50 per hour.
*E-6.2 IN-SERVICE EDUCATION RATE: Effective January 1, 1978, and for the 
duration of this agreement, salary is determined on the basis of an 
hourly rate of $7.50.
E-7.1 OTHER STIPENDS: Teachers of self-contained educationally handicapped 
classes and self-contained educable mentally handicapped classes 
including resource rooms shall be paid $300 per contract year in 
addition to their salary as determined by the regular salary schedule.
E-7.2 Those Unit B employees whose length of service would qualify them for 
the 18th year of columns B+48 or M through D on their respective salary 
columns shall receive a service stipend of $330 per year in addition to 
scheduled salaries to be effective September 1, 1977.
♦E-7.3 LIBRARIANS: School librarians shall work a contract year of 183 days. 
In addition, each librarian may be granted up to three additional days 
to be arranged by the principal in cooperation with the librarian and 
with the approval of the appropriate executive director. Compensation 
for these additional days shall be calculated at 70% of the librarian's 
daily rate.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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*E-8.1
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE
January 1, 1978
Year B B+12 B+24 B+36
1 1.000
9,900
1.020
10,098
1.040
10,296
1.060
10,494
2 1.060
10,494
1.080
10,692
1.100
10,890
1.120
11,088
3 1.120
11,088
1.140
11,286
1.160
11,484
1.180
11,682
4 1.178
11,662
1.196
11,840
1.226
12,137
1.264
12,514
5 1.274
12,613
1.293
12,801
1.323
13,098
1.361
13,474
6 1.351
13,375
1.371
13,573
1.400
13,860
1.438
14,236
7 1.410
13,959
1.429
14,147
1.459
14,444
1.498
14,830
8 1.450
14,355
1.468
14,533
1.498
14,830
1.537
15,216
9 1.510
14,949
1.537
15,216
1.576
15,602
10 1.576
15,602
1.615
15,989
11 1.620
16,038
1.654
16,375
12 1.700
16,830
13
14
15
16
B+48 
or M M+12 M+24 M+36 D
1.080
10,692
1.100
10,890
1.120
11,088
1.140
11,286
1.160
11,484
1.140
11,286
1.160
11,484
1.180
11,682
1.200
11,880
1.220
12,078
1.200
11,880
1.220
12,078
1.240
12,276
1.260
12,474
1.280
12,672
1.323
13,098
1.351
13,375
1.380
13,662
1.409
13,949
1.506
14,909
1.419
14,048
1.448
14,335
1.476
14,612
1.506
14,909
1.602
15,860
1.496
14,810
1.525
15,098
1.554
15,385
1.583
15,672
1.680
16,632
1.556
15,404
1.586
15,701
1.615
15,989
1.644
16,276
1.742
17,246
1.596 
15,800
1.625
16,088
1.654
16,375
1.684
16,672
1.781
17,632
1.635
16,187
1.664
16,474
1.693
16,761
1.723
17,058
1.821
18,028
1.674
16,573
1.703
16,860
1.733
17,157
1.762
17,444
1.860
18,414
1.714
16,969
1.742
17,246
1.772
17,543
1.800
17,820
1.899
18,800
1.752
17,345
1.781
17,632
1.811
17,929
1.840
18,216
1.938
19,186
1.800
17,820
1.821
18,028
1.850
18,315
1.879
18,602
1.C77
19,572
1.870
18,513
1.889
18,701
1.918
18,988
2.016
19,958
1.940
19,206
1.958
19,384
2.055
20,345
2.010
19,899
2.110
20,889
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*E-8.2
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE
January 1, 1979
Year B B+12 B+24 B+36
1 1.000
10,475
1.020
10,685
1.040
10,894
1.060
11,104
2 1.060
11,104
1.080
11,313
1.100
11,523
1.120
11,732
3 1.120
11,732
1.140
11,942
1.160
12,151
1.180
12,361
4 1.178
12,340
1.196
12,528
1.226
12,842
1.264
13,240
5 1.274
13,345
1.293
13,544
1.323
13,858
1.361
14,256
6 1.351
14,152
1.371
14,361
1.400
14,665
1.438
15,063
7 1.410
14,770
1.429
14,969
1.459
15,283
1.498
15,692
8 1.450
15,189
1.468
15,377
1.498
15,692
1.537
16,100
9 1.510
15,817
1.537
16,100
1.576
16,509
10 1.576
16,509
1.615
16,917
11 1.620
16,970
1.654
17,326
12 1.700
17f808
13
14
15
16
B+48 
or M M+12 M+24 M+36 D
1.080
11,313
1.100
11,523
1.120
11,732
1.140
11,942
1.160
12,151
1.140
11,942
1.160
12,151
1.180
12,361
1.200
12,570
1.220
12,780
1.200
12,570
1.220 
12,780
1.240
12,989
1.260
13,199
1.280
13,408
1.323
13,858
1.351
14,152
1.380
14,456
1.409
14,759
1.506
15,775
1.419
14,864
1.448
15,168
1.476
15,461
1.506
15,775
1.602
16,781
1.496
15,671
1.525
15,974
1.554
16,278
1.583
16,582
1.680
17,598
1.556
16,299
1.586
16,613
1.615
16,917
1.644
17,221
1.742
18,247
1.596
16,718
1.625
17,022
1.654
17,326
1.684
17,640
1.781
18,656
1.635
17,127
1.664
17,430
1.693
17,734
1.723
18,048
1.821
19,075
1.674
17,535
1.703
17,839
1.733
18,153
1.762
18,457
1.860
19,484
1.714
17,954
1.742
18,247
1.772
18,562
1.800
18,855
1.899
19,892
1.752
18,352
1.781
18,656
1.811
18,970
1.840
19,274
1.938
20,301
1.800
18,855
1.821
19,075
1.850
19,379
1.879
19,683
1.977
20,709
1.870
19,588
1.889
19,787
1.918
20,091
2.016
21,118
1.940
20,322
1.958
20,510
2.055
21,526
2.010
21,055
2.110
22,102
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*E-9.1 TEACHER OUTSIDE EXPERIENCE
January 1, 1978
Year Years B+48
in BV Outside B B+12 B+24 B+36 or M M+12 M+24 M+36 D
1st 1 1.04
10296
1.06
10494
1.08
10692
1.10
10890
1.12
11088
1.14
11286
1.16
11484
1.18
11682
1.20
11880
2 1.08
10692
1.10
10890
1.12
11088
1.14
11286
1.16
11484
1.18
11682
1.20
11880
1.22
12078
1.24
12276
3 1.12
11088
1.14
11286
1.17
11583
1.21
11979
1.27
12573
1.30
12870
1.32
13068
1.36
13464
1.46
14454
4 1.16
11484
1.18
11682
1.21
11979
1.25
12375
1.31
12969
1.34
13266
1.37
13563
1.40
13860
1.50
14850
5 1.20
11880
1.22
12078
1.25
12375
1.29
12771
1.35
13365
1.38
13662
1.41
13959
1.44
14256
1.54
15246
2nd 1 1.10
10890
1.12
11088
1.14
11286
1.16
11484
1.18
11682
1.20
11880
1.22
12078
1.24
12276
1.26
12474
2 1.16
11484
1.18
11682
1.21
11979
1.25
12375
1.31
12969
1.34
13266
1.37
13563
1.40
13860
1.50
14850
3 1.22
12078
1.24
12276
1.27
12573
1.31
12969
1.37
13563
1.40
13860
1.43
14157
1.46
14454
1.56
15444
4 1.26
12474
1.28
12672
1.31
12969
1.35
13365
1.41
13959
1.44
14256
1.47
14553
1.50
14850
1.60
15840
5 1.30
12870
1.32
13068
1.35
13365
1.39
13761
1.45
14355
1.48
14652
1.51
14949
1.54
15246
1.64
16236
3rd 1 1.17
11583
1.19
11781
1.22
12078
1.26
12474
1.32
13068
1.35
13365
1.38
13662
1.40
13860
1.50
14850
2 1.26
12747
1.28
12672
1.31
12969
1.35
13365
1.41
13959
1.44
14256
1.47
14533
1.50
14850
1.60
15840
3 1.32
13068
1.34
13266
1.37
13563
1.41
13959
1.47
14553
1.50
14850
1.53
15147
1.56
15444
1.66
16434
4 1.36
13464
1.38
13662
1.41
13959
1.45
14355
1.51
14949
1.54
15246
1.57
15543
1.60
15840
1.70
16830
5 1.40
13860
1.42
14058
1.45
14355
1.49
14751
1.55
15345
1.58
15642
1.61
15939
1.64
16236
1.74
17266
E-9.2 Guidelines for Outside Experience: Teaching experience in regular accredited
public schools, state approved or recognized or accredited private K-12 schools, 
public or private junior colleges, colleges, unj arsities and vocational- 
technical schools will count as credit on the Outside Experience Schedule to a 
maximum of five years for new personnel employed at or after the beginning of 
1974-75 school year.
E-9.3 Partial years of ninety (90) or more teaching days of such experience shall be 
counted as full years of experience in giving outside experience credit.
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*E-10.1 TEACHER OUTSIDE EXPERIENCE
January 1, 1979
Year Years B+48
in BV Outside B B+12 B+24 B+36 or M M+12 M+24 M+36 D
1st 1 1.04
10894
1.06
11104
1.08
11313
1.10
11523
1.12
11732
1.14
11942
1.16
12151
1.18
12361
1.20
12570
2 1.08
11313
1.10
11523
1.12
11732
1.14
11942
1.16
12151
1.18
12361
1.20
12570
1.22
12780
1.24
12989
3 1.12
11732
1.14
11942
1.17
12256
1.21
12675
1.27
13303
1.30
13618
1.32
13827
L. 36 
14264
1.46
15294
4 1.16
12151
1.18
12361
1.21
12675
1.25
13094
1.31
13722
1.34
14037
1.37
14351
1.40
14665
1.50
15713
5 1.20
12570
1.22
12780
1.25
13094
1.29
13513
1.35
14141
1.38
14456
1.41
14770
1.44
15084
1.54
16132
2nd 1 1.10
11523
1.12
11732
1.14
11942
1.16
12151
1.18
12361
1.20
12570
1.22
12780
1.24
12989
1.26
13199
2 1.16
12151
1.18
12361
1.21
12675
1.25
13094
1.31
13722
1.34
14037
1.37
14351
1.40
14665
1.50
15713
3 1.22
12780
1.24
12989
1.27
13303
1.31
13722
1.37
14351
1.40
14665
1.43
14979
1.46
15294
1.56
16341
4 1.26
13199
1.28
13408
1.31
13722
1.35
14141
1.41
14770
1.44
15084
1.47
15398
1.50
15713
1.60
16760
5 1.30
13618
1.32
13827
1.35
14141
1.39
14560
1.45
15189
1.48
15503
1.51
15817
1.54
16132
1.64
17179
3rd 1 1.17
12256
1.19
12465
1.22
12780
1.26
13199
1.32
13827
1.35
14141
1.38
14456
1.40
14665
1.50
15713
2 1.26
13199
1.28
13408
1.31
13722
1.35
14141
• 1.41 
14770
1.44
15084
1.47
15398
1.50
15713
1.60
16760
3 1.32
13827
1.34
14037
1.37
14351
1.41
14770
1.47
15398
1.50
15713
1.53
16027
1.56
16341
1.66
17398
4 1.36
14246
1.38
14456
1.41
14770
1.45
15189
1.51
15817
1.54
16132
1.57
16446
1.60
16760
1.70
17808
5 1.40
14665
1.42
14875
1.45
15189
1.49
15608
1.55
16236
1.58
16551
1.61
16856
1.64
17179
1.74
18227
E-10.2 Guidelines for Outside Experience: Teaching experience in regular accredited
public schools, state approved or recognized or accredited private K-12 schools, 
public or private junior colleges, colleges, universities and vocational- 
technical schools will count as credit on the Outside Experience Schedule to a 
maximum of five years for new personnel employed at or after the beginning of 
the 1974-75 school year.
E-10.3 Partial years of ninety (90) or more teaching days of such experience shall be 
counted as full years of experience in giving outside experience credit.
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*E-11.1 COUNSELOR SALARY SCHEDULE
Counselors salaries shall be determined from the teacher salary base.
Salary schedule for counselors with no outside experience, or more than three 
years in Boulder Valley.
Year M M+12 M+24 M4-36 D
1st 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31
2nd 1.29 1.31 1.34 1.36 1.38
3rd 1.36 1.38 1.40 1.42 1.44
4th 1.487 1.517 1.548 1.578 1.681
5th 1.589 1.620 1.649 1.681 1.783
6th 1.671 1.701 1.732 1.763 1.866
7th 1.734 1.765 1.797 1.827 1.931
8th 1.776 1.806 1.838 1.869 1.973
9th 1.817 1.849 1.879 1.910 2.014
10th 1.858 1.890 1.921 1.951 2.055
11th 1.901 1.931 1.962 1.993 2.097
12th 1.942 1.973 2.003 2.035 2.139
13th 1.993 2.014 2.046 2.077 2.180
14th 2.067 2.087 2.118 2.222
15 th '2.141 2.159 2.263
16th 2.215 2.321
Each day of work in excess of the 193 days shall be compensated at 1/193 of the 
annual salary (provided for the 193 days) per day. Hourly rate shall be the 
daily rate divided by 8 except as other wise established in the Agreement.
Counselor's Index: 1.06 x (teacher's index + 0.08) figured to the nearest 1/1000
Length of Assignment: 190 days plus 3 days in-service
Length of Day: 8 hours
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* E-12.1 COUNSELOR'S OUTSIDE EXPERIENCE
FOR: Counselors
experience
with experience outside the district 
in Boulder Valley.
and fewer than three years
Year 
in BV
Years
Outside M M+12 M+24 M+36 D
1st 1 1.272 1.293 1.314 1.336 1.357
2 1.314 1.336 1.357 1.378 1.399
3 1.431 1.463 1.484 1.526 1.632
4 1.473 1.505 1.537 1.569 1.675
5 1.516 1.548 1.579 1.611 1.717
2nd 1 1.336 1.357 1.378 1.399 1.420
2 1.473 1.505 1.537 1.569 1.675
3 1.537 1.569 1.601 1.632 1.738
4 1.579 1.611 1.643 1.675 1.781
5 1.622 1.654 1.685 1.717 1.823
3rd 1 1.484 1.516 1.548 1.569 1.675
2 1.579 1.611 1.643 1.675 1.781
3 1.643 1.675 1.707 1.738 1.844
4 1.685 1.717 1.749 1.781 1.887
5 1.728 1.760 1.791 1.823 1.929
Length of Assignment: 190 days plus 3 days in-service
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*E-13.1 READING SPECIALISTS SCHEDULE
Teacher Base
Year M__ M+12 M+24 W-36 D__
1 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.35
2 1.33 1.35 1.38 1.40 1.42
3 1.40 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48
4 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.64 1.74
5 1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.84
6 1.73 1.76 1.79 1.82 1.93
7 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.97
8 1.81 1.84 1.87 1.90 2.01
9 1.85 1.88 1.91 1.95 2.05
10 1.89 1.93 1.96 1.99 2.09
11 1.94 1.97 2.00 2.03 2.13
12 2.01 2.04 2.07 2.17
13 2.11 2.22
14 2.15 2.26
188 days 
8 hours per day
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*E-14.1 SALARY INDEX FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS AND SOCIAL WORKERS
I. POSITION . .
II. PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION
M A ........ .00 MA+36 . .09
MA+12 . . . .03 SC . . .14
MA+24 . . . .06 PhD . . .19
III. EXPERIENCE
A. Current Assignment with number of years of experience in
or outside the district.
1st year . . .08 5th year . . .47 9th year . . .67
2nd year . . .14 6th year . .55 10th year . . .70
3rd year . . .20 7th year . .59 11th year . . .73
4th year . . .37 8th year . .63 12 th year . . .76
B. Maximum credit for outside exp«srience—
13th 
five yeai
year . . 
-8 in
.79
teaching, counseling, or psychology. 
MAXIMUM EXPERIENCE CREDIT —  .79
Index refers to teachers' base salary.
Work year— 180 working days + 3 days in-service 
Work day —  8 hours
SC— Specialist Certificate
Index Point Range 1.28 to 2.18
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E-15.1
E-15.2
E-15.3
E-15.4
EXTRA PAY FOR EXTRA DUTY 
January 1, 1978
Extra pay for extra duties and responsibilities shall be provided in 
accordance with the extra pay for extra duty schedule providing that 
such duties and responsibilities are in addition to a full teaching 
assignment. Teachers with released time or class time to assume as­
signed responsibilities will not be entitled to extra duty pay. Cer­
tification of teachers contracted for extra duty shall be by the 
building principal and the Executive Director of Secondary Education. 
Extra pay is determined by the extra duty assignment and the years of 
service in the assignment.
The minimum extra pay allowance (step 1) for extra duty is computed 
by multiplying the stated percentage by the base salary. Steps two 
through eight are computed by multiplying the stated percentage by 
the dollar amounts in steps two through eight in the BA column of the 
teachers salary schedule. The eight steps are experience steps.
Teachers newly appointed to an extra duty assignment shall be placed 
on step one. Teachers already employed in an extra duty assignment 
will be placed on the appropriate experience step. Experience in 
another extra pay assignment or in another school district does not 
apply.
LENGTH OF
JOB TITLE ASSIGNMENT PERCENT
Senior High Athletics
Head Football Coach Per Season 10%
Head Basketball Coach Per Season 10%
Head Baseball Coach Per Season 7 1/2%
Head Ski Coach Per Season 7 1/2%
Head Track Coach Per Season 7 1/2%
Head Wrestling Coach Per Season 7 1/2%
Assistant Football Coach Per Season 6 1/2%
Assistant Basketball Coach Per Season 6 1/2%
Head Gymnastics Coach Per Season 6 1/2%
Head Swimming Coach Per Season 6%
Head Volleyball Coach Per Season 6%
Assistant Wrestling Coach Per Season 5 1/2%
Assistant Baseball Coach Per Season 5 1/2%
Assistant Track Coach Per Season 5 1/2%
Assistant Ski Coach Per Season 5 1/2%
Head Cross Country Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Head Tennis Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Head Golf Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Assistant Gymnastics Coach Per Season 4%
Assistant Volleyball Coach Per Season 4%
Senior High Activities
Yearbook Sponsor School Time 4%
Schools with enrollment over 1000 After School 9 1/2%
Newspaper Sponsor School Time 3 1/2%
Weekly After School 7 1/2%
Yearbook Sponsor School Time 2 1/2%
Schools with enrollment less than 1000 After School 6 1/2%
Choir Director 6 1/2%
Band Director Per Year 5 1/2%
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Forensics Director - 11 or more meets Per Year 5 1/2%
Forensics Director - 6 - 10 meets 4%
Pep Club and Cheerleader Sponsor May divide 
at 2 1/2% each
5 1/2%
Student Council Sponsor w/o released 
time
4 1/2%
Secondary AV Director w/o released 
time
4 1/2%
VICA, PBL, FBLA Sponsors 40/hours 
non-school time
4 1/2%
Radio Sponsor minimum 
30 programs
4 1/2%
Marching Band Director minimum 5 3%
public performances
Orchestra Director 4%
♦Three-Act Play Director 4%
♦Musical Director 4%
Newspaper Sponsor School Time 1 1/2%
Twice Monthly After School 3 1/2%
♦♦Stage Technical Assistant 40 hours 
non-school time
3%
Student Activity Director Per Year 3%
Assistant Band Director 40/hours 
non-school time
2 1/2%
Assistant Choir Director 40/hours 
non-school time
2 1/2%
Newspaper Sponsor School Time 1%
Once Monthly After School 2%
Senior Class Sponsor 2%
Junior Class Sponsor 2%
Sophomore Class Sponsor 3 year school 1 1/2%
Sophomore Class Sponsor 4 year school 1%
Freshman Class Sponsor 4 year school 1%
♦♦♦One Act Play Director Per Play 1%
♦♦Assistant Three-Act Play Director 1%
Intramurals 40 hours 2 1/2%
* —  A school may have a maximum of two 3-act plays or equivalent 
productions (musicals) per school year.
** —  A school may have a maximum of one production assistant and 
one stage technical assistant per 3-act play or equivalent 
production. The production assistant shall assist the 
director in all phases of the production. The stage technical 
assistant shall be responsible for all lighting, sound and 
special effects.
** —  The school may contract on a prorated basis the services of 
a stage technical assistant for the presentation of musical 
programs, assemblies, etc.
*** —  Maximum of 4 per year
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Middle Level Athletics
Head Basketball Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Head Football Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Head Track Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Head Wrestling Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Head Baseball Coach Per Season 4 1/2%
Assistant Coach Per Season 2 1/2%
Band Director minimum 50/hrs. 
non-school time
4 1/2%
Choir Director minimum 50/hrs. 
non-school time
4 1/2%
Newspaper Sponsor School Time 1 1/2%
After School 3%
Yearbook Sponsor School Time 1 1/2%
After School 3 1/2%
Student Council Sponsor School Time 1 1/2%
One-Act Play Director
After School 3%
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QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS OF 
VOCATIONAL - TECHNICAL CENTER TEACHERS
E-16.1 MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Instructors in Vocational and Technical
Education must meet the requirements for a Vocational Credential for 
the particular field of training as determined by the Colorado State 
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education.
E-16.2 Vocational-Technical Center instructors without a Bachelor's Degree 
will be encouraged to work toward a Bachelor's Degree and complete 
all courses as required by the State vocational Plan of the Colorado 
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education.
E-16.3 All Vocational-Technical instructors will be required to meet in-service 
training requirements and to complete the necessary studies to keep 
their credentials and/or teaching certificates in force.
E-16.4 SALARY REQUIREMENTS
1) A Vocational-Technical Center instructor will start at the index 
location on the Vocational-Technical Center salary schedule that 
corresponds with his/her level of academic achievement and years 
of teaching experience, plus additional index points for work 
experience. The Vocational-Technical Center instructor shall be 
given credit for outside teaching experience up through five years.
2) Vocational-Technical Center instructors who are employed as regular 
program school instructors on 203 day, 223 day, or 243 day contracts 
shall be compensated for additional work days beyond the regular 
school year as defined in this Agreement on the basis of their 
regular salary rate computed on a daily basis as established in 
this Agreement.
3) Instruction by a Vocational-Technical Center instructor in the 
Adult Education Program, Summer School Program or Curriculum 
work shall be compensated at the rates established in this 
Agreement for these programs.
4) Released time needed for Vocational-Technical Center instructors
to visit high schools, vocational-technical schools, and businesses 
shall be approved within normal district guidelines.
5) Department Chairmen in the Vocational-Technical Center will receive 
a yearly amount of $125.00 for each full-time teacher or full-time 
equivalent in the Department including the Chairman. The extra pay 
is to contpensate for time required "outside" of regular school hours 
in carrying out responsibilities assigned by the Vocational- 
Technical Center Principal. A full-time teacher or equivalent is 
considered a teacher witl? a total of six (6) periods of assigned 
classes daily.
6) The Vocational-Technical Center instructor will be compensated for 
his/her applicable work experience above that required for the 
Vocational Credential by adding index points for work experience.
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VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SALARY SCHEDULE
Vocational-Technical salaries shall be determined from the Teachers' Salary base.
VC+B
+48
Yrs. VC VC+20 VC+40 VC+60 VC+80 VC+100
VC+120
VC+B
VC+B
+12
VC+B
+24
VC+B
+36
or
VC+M
VC+M
+12
VC+M
+24
VC+M
+36 VC+D
1 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28
2 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34
3 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 1.40
4 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47
5 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 1.40 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54
6 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.51 1.53 1.55 1.57 1.59 1.61
7 1.40 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68
8 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74
9 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80
10 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86
11 1.65 1.67 1.69 1.71 1.73 1.75 1.77 1.79 1.81 1.83 1.85 1.87 1.89 1.92
12 1.71 1.73 1.75 1.77 1.79 1.81 1.83 1.85 1.87 1.89 1.91 1.93 1.96
13 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.88 1.90 1.92 1.94 1.96 1.99
14 1.81 1.83 1.85 1.87 1.89 1.91 1.93 1.95 1.97 1.99 2.02
15 1.86 1.88 1.90 1.92 1.94 1.96 1.98 2.00 2.02 2.05
16 1.91 1.93 1.95 1.97 1.99 2.01 2.03 2.05 2.08
Related Work Experience: Add .02 index points for each year up to five years (maximum of .10).
One year = 2000 hours
Effective September 1, 1977 add .03 index points for each year up to five years (maximum of .15).
E-16.4
(cont.)
7) Guidelines for outside experience. Teaching experience in regular 
accredited public schools, state approved or recognized or 
accredited private K-12 schools, public or private junior and 
cormnunity colleges, colleges, univarsities, vocational-technical 
schools, state approved post secondary vocational schools and pro­
prietary schools that are approved by the State Board for Community 
Colleges and Occupational Education or the similar state agency if 
from outside Colorado, will count as credit on the Vo-Tech Salary 
Schedule to a maximum of five years for new personnel enployed on 
or after the beginning of the 1974-75 school year.
8) Partial years of ninety (90) or more teaching days of such experience 
shall be counted as full years of experience in giving outside 
experience.
*E-18.1 HEALTH, HOSPITALIZATION, LIFE AND LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE:
The Board of Education will pay the full employee premium for Health, 
Hospitalization, Life and Long-term Disability Insurance plans at least 
comparable in benefits to the plans provided in 1977 and will continue 
such payment for the duration of this agreement.
E-18.2 Liability Insurance. A liability insurance policy in the usual form 
shall be purchased by the Board of Education. Employees of the 
District acting within the scope of their employment shall be named 
as insured parties under the policy. A copy of this policy shall be 
provided to the Association.
E-18.3 PERA and Workman's Compensation as established by the status of the 
State of Colorado shall be provided members of Unit B by the Boulder 
Valley School District.
E-18.4 SICK LEAVE: Subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth, leave with 
pay will be granted all permanent employees who are not able to render 
service due to illness, quarantine, tenporary disability, (including 
pregnancy, childbirth and recovery therefrom), serious illness, death 
in one's immediate family, for essential treatments, or examination for 
diagnostic purposes, when such treatment or examination cannot reasonably 
be made other than during the employee's work day.
E-18.5 Sick leave for personnel who average four or more working hours per 
day will accrue on the following basis:
183 to 200 contract day employee - 10 days per year 
201 to 220 contract day enployee - 11 days per year 
221 to 243 contract day employee - 12 days per year
E-18.6 Sick leave will accrue without limit. Sick leave will accrue on a 
proportional basis for part-time employees working less than a full 
day and/or a full year.
E-18.7 Sick leave will be granted regardless of how or where illness, quarantine 
or disability occurs even though the employee may become ill, quarantined 
or disabled while on vacation.
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E-18.8 Anyone on leave, without pay, will retain sick leave accumulated but will 
not accrue further sick leave until he returns to work at which time his 
sick leave will begin accruing on the first day of the current month and 
accrue at the regular rate.
E-18.9 Accumulated sick leave earned while in the employ of former school districts 
now comprising Boulder Valley School District No. Re 2, shall be retained 
by all employees who have continuously been employed by the Boulder Valley 
Re 2 School District.
E-18.10 A covered employee who is absent due to serious illness and/or death in 
his/her immediate family, may have such absence charged to his/her 
accumulated sick leave. "Iranediate family" as used here shall be 
interpreted to include husband, wife, son, son-in-law, daughter, daughter- 
in-law, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, 
brother, brother-in-law, grandparents or grandchildren of employee or any 
relative living in the immediate household of the employee. Exceptions 
to this interpretation will be made by the immediate supervisor and the 
Director of Personnel only in very unusual cases.
E-18.ll An employee may be required to provide a statement of physical condition 
from a qualified physician and to present a report of the illness provided 
by such physician to the appropriate supervisor following absences of 
more than five days, charged to sick leave, because of personal illness.
The employee may also be required to have a written report from a qualified 
physician showing that he/she is physically capable of doing the work 
required of his/her position when the employee returns from sick leave.
Cost of such required physical examination or statements shall be borne 
by the district.
E-18.12 For an absence of one-half working day or less due to illness, quarantine 
or disability, a deduction of one-half day sick leave will be made; for 
an absence of more than one-half day, a full day's deduction will be made. 
Employees who work on an hourly basis will have their sick leave accumula­
tion charges recorded in hours. A teacher must count a planning period 
the same as an instruction period when considering the number of periods 
in a full day or half day.
E-18.13 An employee who does not serve his/her complete contract year will have 
the number of days of sick leave that corresponds with the number of 
months of the contract not fulfilled, deducted from his/her accumulated 
sick leave. If he/she does not have enough sick leave accumulated, 
salary for the number of days not covered will be deducted from his/her 
final paycheck.
E-18.14 After the accumulated sick leave has been used the employee will receive 
no pay for additional working days if absent because of illness, quarantine, 
disability, or bereavement. Deduction shall be made from his/her salary 
in an amount equal to his/her annual salary divided by the number of 
actual working days in the employee's year.
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ADDITIONAL SICK I£AVE: If the absence is continuous for more than ten
consecutive working days after his/her accumulated sick leave has been 
used, however, additional sick leave will be granted beginning with the 
eleventh consecutive working day of absence. Full pay will be made from 
the eleventh working day until and including the sixtieth calendar day 
of the absence.
A maximum of 31 additional sick leave days will be granted to a teacher 
within any one school year.
INJURY LEAVE: Injury leave may be granted to protect an employee against
temporary loss of salary when he/she sustains an injury arising out of, 
or in the course of, the actual performance of his/her job. Such injuries 
may entitle an employee to benefits under the Workman's Compensation Act.
In order to receive these benefits, injured employees are required to 
report the injury without delay to their immediate supervisor; report 
to a duly qualified physician and have a verification of the injury made 
to the district; and file an application for Workman's Compensation 
benefits within two working days in the Personnel Office.
The first seven days of absence due to an injury sustained on the job is 
chargeable to sick leave. In those cases where the Industrial Commission 
assumes liability, the injured employee may, beginning with the eighth 
day of absence due to such injury, receive his/her full salary from the 
school district less the amount of any Workmen's Compensation pay received 
for a period of time not to exceed thirty (30) working days. In such case 
the absence would not be charged to the employee's sick leave.
After the end of the described thirty (30) work days, the employee has 
two options:
1) He/she may use accumulated sick leave and be paid at his/her full 
salary less the amount of Workmen's Compensation pay. In such cases 
the absence is charged against the employee's accumulated sick 
leave.
2) He/she may accept only workmen's compensation pay in which case 
sick leave will not be charged.
In cases where the Industrial Commission fails to assume any liability, 
all absences may be charged under the regular sick leave provisions.
Payment for Unused Sick Leave:
Part I - A teacher with 20 or more years of full-time service in the 
district who severs employment with the district on or before his or 
her 63rd birthday will receive payment for unused sick leave as follows:
Accumulated sick leave days in excess of 50 up to and including 
150 will be paid at the current substitute teacher's rate.
Part II - A teacher with 20 or more years of full-time service in the 
district who severs employment with the district after his or her 63rd 
birthday will receive payment for unused sick leave as follows:
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E-19.1
E-19.2
E-19.3
E-19.4
E-19.5
E-19.6
E-19.7
Accumulated sick leave days in excess of 50 up to and including 
100 will be paid at the current substitute teacher's rate.
Part III - A teacher with 10 or more years of full-time service but less 
than 20 years who severs employment after his or her 63rd birthday will 
receive payment for unused sick leave as follows:
Accumulated sick leave days in excess of 50 and up to and including 
100 will be paid at the current substitute teacher's rate prorated 
by the number of years full-time service on a base of 20 years (e.g-r- 
17 years service - 17/20).
PERSONAL LEAVE: Upon notification to the principal or immediate super­
visor, employees covered by this Agreement shall be authorized two days 
of personal leave with pay during each school year.
No personal leave will be granted just prior to or just subsequent to 
any holiday or vacation period or during the first or last week of 
school without previous written permission of the principal except in 
cases of emergency. It is intended that personal leave shall not be 
used for seeking other employment or recreational purposes.
Personal leave is not cumulative as such but shall be added to sick 
leave if not used.
Other absences. Other absences, with prior approval, required for 
good and sufficient reasons, will be permitted but in these cases 
appropriate proportion of the persons salary shall be deducted.
RELIGIOUS HOLIDAY LEAVE: Individual members of Unit B who desire to
observe religious holidays which occur on regularly scheduled school 
days may apply for such leave under any one of the following provisions:
1. Use of current unused personal leave with pay up to the 
maximum of two (2) days.
2. Use of up to three (3) days of religious leave with pay, 
provided such days are made up by arrangement with the 
respective principals and are used for regular-job-related 
activities.
3. Use of up to three (3) days of religious leave without pay.
Applications for such leave must be made in advance and must specify 
which of the above provisions is being utilized.
MISCELLANEOUS SHORT ABSENCES
TIME OFF TO VOTE: Employees who are qualified to vote will be given
time off, without loss of pay, for the purpose of voting. Arrangements 
for such absences must be made in advance with the employee's immediate 
supervisor.
JURY DUTY: Employees who are ordered to serve on jury duty will be
granted time off with pay for court appearances.
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E-19.8 COURT APPEARANCES: Employees who are subpoenaed to appear in court 
on a matter that involves the employee's capacity as a district employee 
shall be granted time off with pay for court appearances.
Employees who are subpoenaed to appear in court as witnesses shall be 
granted time off with pay upon presentation of court notice for such 
appearance(s). If such appearance(s) result(s) in payment of a fee by 
the court, such fee shall be paid to the district up to the amount of 
the employee's daily rate of pay from the district.
Time off for court appearances on personal legal matters may be charged 
to personal leave up to the maximum two days provided. If more them 
an employee's available personal leave time is needed, the employee shall 
pay for the substitute time needed. Personal leave time need not be 
used for absences of less than one-half day if arrangements are made with 
fellow employees as provided in C-12.2.
EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
E-20.1 LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH: Leaves of absence for 
improvement of health of the employee only may be granted upon written 
application for a period not to exceed two years.
*E-20.2 LEAVE FOR GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE: An employee of the District elected 
or appointed to serve in a position of community, county, state, or 
national governmental service will be granted a leave of absence with­
out pay if the governmental service requires the employee to be absent 
from his duties in the District.
E-20.3 Daily salary deductions for this purpose shall be based on the actual 
salary of the employee divided by the number of scheduled work days 
for the employee for a specific year. If the governmental service 
requires daily part-time absence, salary deduction shall be prorated.
E-20.4 For the purpose of this policy, full-time campaigning in one's behalf 
shall be construed as governmental service.
E-20.5 EXTENDED ABSENCES FOR PERSONAL REASONS: Extended absences for personal 
reasons, not to exceed one year in length, shall be granted without pay 
to certificated tenure employees under the following conditions:
1. The employee shall file a written application with the 
Office of Personnel.
2. Approval must be recommended by the Superintendent and 
other administrative officials concerned.
3. The Board of Education must approve the application.
Extended absences for newborn child care, generally not to exceed one 
semester in length, may be granted without pay to certificated employees 
(including non-tenured) according to the above conditions.
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E-20.10
is unable to complete the required year of service because 
of illness or disability not due to his/her own negligence, 
the teacher will have an additional period of time following 
recovery from such illness or disability to complete the 
year of service required.
4) Scholarship recipients shall be reimbursed at the beginning of 
each term of study at the institution at which they are duly 
enrolled.
5) Salary increments or reductions and tenure rights will accrue 
to the employee while he/she is on leave for professional study.
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT: Any Unit B employee who has completed three
years of satisfactory service and who has been notified of reemployment
for the succeeding year and who is not on leave of absence may apply
for reimbursement of tuition incurred in study for credit at an approved
institution (North Central or equivalent) of higher learning if such
course is applicable to his/her teaching fields or related fields and is
satisfactorily completed. Such reimbursement will be granted for a
maximum of three semester hours per college term and ten semester hours
during the summer term, unless approval for more is obtained in advance
from the level director. 100% tuition reimbursement shall be made at
the completion of each term of study at any Colorado state-supported
institution of higher education. For study at any other institution of
higher education, tuition reimbursement shall not exceed the tuition
rate for the corresponding term at the University of Colorado at Boulder. 1
E-20.11 Any individual employee who has already received $1500 under this policy 
is ineligible to receive more until approved requests of all other 
eligible applicants have been made and in no case will an employee be 
granted more than $1500 in any one five-year period.
*E-20.12 Unit B employees on leave of absence shall not be eligible for tuition 
reimbursement.
E-20.13 Request for special consideration may be submitted by persons for 
whom unusual circumstances have been created by the adoption of this 
policy.
E-20.14 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROFICIENCY LEAVE: Upon the recomnendation of the 
Superintendent, the Board of Education will consider the application of 
any full-time vocationally credentialed employee for leave of absence 
without payment of regular salary for one semester or one year for the 
purpose of increasing vocational proficiency. For the purpose of this 
provision, eligible employees include those credentialed teachers teach­
ing in Board-approved programs at the Vocational Technical Center or in 
Home Economics or Business Education programs in the regular high school. 
Such employee must have a minimum of 5 years of satisfactory and 
uninterrupted service in the Boulder Valley Schools. For each 1,000 
hours of work done under this provision, .02 index points will be 
granted on the salary schedule, up to a maximum of .04 index points 
per year.
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E-20.15 MILITARY LEAVE FOR ACTIVE SERVICE: Any full-time employee of the
District who enlists in or is inducted into the armed forces will be 
granted a leave of absence without pay. Subject to the conditions 
stated hereafter, he/she will be guaranteed a position at the salary 
he/she was receiving when he/she entered the service, plus any salary 
increments. He/she will retain all retirement benefits and sick leave 
allowances which he/she accrued prior to his/her entry into the service. 
He/she will retain the status of probation or tenure he/she had achieved 
prior to his/her entry into the service. Military leave for active 
service will not constitute interruption of service for purposes of 
other provisions stated herein. The School District will require 
written notice from the employee of his/her intention to resume 
employment six months before the date he/she wishes to re-enter the 
employment of the School District.
E-20.16 The provisions of this leave and the accompanying benefits will auto­
matically expire if the employee does not give the School District 
written notice of his/her intention to resume employment within six 
months after his/her eligibility for separation from the service, or 
after the termination of the emergency, which ever is earlier. The 
School District reserves the right to grant or withhold increments or 
to revoke or deny extensions of leave to those remaining in military 
service beyond the compulsory period.
E-20.17 MILITARY LEAVE FOR SERVICE IN RESERVE UNITS: Upon presentation of
official orders, military leave with half pay will be granted to full­
time employees who are members of the National Guard or other armed 
forces reserve units to attend two and three week training periods 
during their school duty time. Leaves of this type are not to be consid­
ered an interruption of service for purposes of other provisions stated 
herein. Notification of intention to take time off for service in armed 
forces reserve units must be given to the School District by the employee 
as soon as possible.
*E-20.18 An employee of the District whose leave of absence expires at the end 
of the fall semester shall notify the District of his/her intent to 
return by no later than December 1st. An employee of the District who 
is on leave during the spring semester and whose leave expires prior 
to the beginning of the following school year shall notify the District 
by April 15th of intent to return. Failure to so notify the District 
will result in termination unless there are mitigating circumstances 
which would make such notification impossible.
E-20.19 BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL OR GOVERNMENTAL LEAVE FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 
After 5 years service to the District, a certificated employee will be 
eligible to apply for a one year leave of absence without pay for the 
purpose of gaining experience in an industrial, business or governmental 
area.
E-20.20 Requests shall be made to the Personnel Department, with a copy to the 
principal, by April 15th of the year preceding the anticipated leave. 
Such requests shall include a statement concerning where the experience 
would be gained and how it would be applicable to one's teaching 
effectiveness.
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E-20.21 First consideration will be given to those requests where the busi­
ness, governmental, and/or industrial area is closely related to the 
erqployee's present or future major area of responsibility in the 
District.
E-20.22 While on leave the Unit B member will maintain but not accrue, tenure, 
accrued sick leave, and seniority rights, and all insurance for which 
eligible (at member's expense).
E-20.23 The individual employed to fill a vacancy created by a leave of absence 
shall be employed on a temporary basis and the employee who is on 
"leave of absence" shall have the privilege of returning to his/her 
former assignment unless circumstances would prohibit it.
•B-21.1 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH: Unit B members are encouraged to attend professional 
conferences at which opportunities for personal growth and improvement 
of professional competencies of themselves and others are presented.
The Board of Education agrees, within budget limitations, to provide funds 
for a limited number of Unit B members to attend such conferences with 
the prior approval of their principal, and appropriate level executive 
director. Travel, meals, lodging, registration fees, released time and 
cost of substitute shall be deemed appropriate expenses, unless otherwise 
mutually agreeable.
♦E-21.2 Responsibility for the administration of professional growth conference 
requests lies with the appropriate level executive director.
•E-21.2.1 Two committees, one for secondary and another for elementary staff, shall 
be established to review applications and recommend participants to the 
appropriate administrator. Each committee shall include two teachers, 
appointed by the appropriate Director and two by the Association. The 
appropriate Director shall also appoint a principal to his/her level 
committee.
•E-21.3 The Board of Education agrees that released time will be provided for 
members of Unit B to visit achools and industries as approved by thier 
principal and the appropriate administrator in a further effort to 
encourage professional growth experiences.
*E-22.1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: Members of the professional staff shall be pro­
vided opportunities to attend curriculum and instruction conferences as 
dictated by program development needs.
•E-22.2 Responsibility for the administration of the program development confer­
ence request lies with the District administration.
♦E-22.2.1 Content Area Representative Councils shall assist in the determination 
of program needs and in the selection of participants at such confer­
ences. This council shall develop, with the assistance of the adminis­
tration, the guidelines and procedures to be used in carrying out its 
responsibility.
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E-23.1 CHANGE OF PAY STATUS: It shall be the teacher's responsibility to
initiate a request for horizontal increases in salary due to additional 
hours of training credit. Requests shall be made to the Personnel Office 
on a change of status form (PS 12) which can be obtained from the school 
office. Official transcripts of verification of the successful completion 
of course work must accompany the request.
E-24.1 EARLY RETIREMENT: An employee with 20 or more years of full-time
service in the distriot will receive a bonus if he/she severs employment 
with the district on or before his/her 63rd birthday. The bonus will be 
as follows:
Age at Retirement Bonus
60 or 
less
30% of the average of the last 
five years annual salary 
or $5,500, whichever is less.
61 30% of the average of the last 
five years annual salary or $3,500 
whichever is less.
62 30% of the average of the 
last five years annual salary 
of $2,250, whichever is less.
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SECTION F; PRIVILEGES & FACILITIES
F-l.l ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT'S SALARY: The Board of Education agrees, subject
to conditions below, that the president of the Association, while it is 
officially representing the Unit as the bargaining agent during the year, 
shall be relieved of his/her teaching duties without loss of salary, 
seniority, or fringe benefits. A replacement shall be hired and the 
Association shall compensate the district for the salary and PERA cost 
of the replacement. The Association president shall work with the 
terqporary replacement to the extent that the educational program in 
his/her classes is not seriously disrupted. The president shall also 
submit a monthly report to the Assistant Superintendent covering his/ 
her activities relative to the improvement of the district instructional 
program and/or his/her contributions toward the solution of teacher 
personnel problems.
F-1.2 The person employed to fill the Association president's position shall 
be employed on a temporary basis and the employee who is on "leave as 
Association president” shall have the privilege of returning to his/her 
former assignment unless circumstances would prohibit it, or of accept­
ing a different assignment.
F-2.1 USE OF FACILITIES: The Association shall be granted use of school
building facilities for holding local association building meetings. 
Association representative council meetings, general membership meetings 
and conmittee meetings for conducting official Association business 
provided reasonable notice is given to the Svqperintendent or his 
designated representative, and further, provided such meeting does not 
interfere with or disrupt the normal operation or use of the facility 
in question. If a charge shall be made of all other groups for such use, 
the Association shall be charged the lowest rate charged any other group, 
or for extra janitor's salary, whichever is lower.
F-2.2 The Association shall have the exclusive use of a bulletin board in each 
faculty lounge. If the Association building representative and the 
principal agree that this bulletin board is inadequate the principal will 
provide additional space on the office bulletin board. The building 
representative shall be responsible for the BVEA material appearing on 
bulletin boards.
F-2.3 The Association shall have the right to purchase supplies and other
materials from the District at the price paid by the District which are 
normally stocked in the District Warehouse. Such materials and supplies 
are to be used solely for Association purposes.
F-3.1 BOARD MEETING INFORMATION: The Board agrees to make available to the
Association the complete "information packet" prepared for each Board 
meeting. This shall be prepared at the same time as it is for Board 
members. If there are last minute additions to the packet, the Associa­
tion shall be informed of such additions and they shall also be available.
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F-4.1 PROFESSIONAL LEAVE FOR ASSOCIATION BUSINESS: The Board shall grant to 
the Association 100 days paid leave for its representatives to attend 
workshops, conferences, and other activities of the Association and its 
state and national affiliates (BVEA days). Requests shall be processed 
through the Association. Additional leave days may be granted to the 
Association by the Superintendent provided the expense of the substitute(s) 
shall be paid by the Association.
F-4.2 The amount of leave is to be allocated to individual members at the 
discretion of the Association, except that if in the judgment of the 
principal repeated absences of an individual teacher are harmful to the 
education of the students affected, the principal may recommend in writing 
to the BVEA President and the appropriate executive director that these 
days be limited for that teacher.
F-4.3 The Board recognizes that members of Unit B should be encouraged to seek 
election or appointment to CEA and NEA offices or offices of their 
affiliates. Leave taken to serve in such official capacity shall not 
be charged to the number of leave days referred to in F-4.1. Requests 
for such leave must be submitted before seeking the office and approval 
received from the building principal and appropriate executive director. 
If approved, such time released will be with pay provided compensation 
is not otherwise provided.
F-5.1 PAYROLL DEDUCTION: The Board agrees to deduct from individual employee's 
salary dues for the Association if these dues are certified in writing 
by the individual members of the Association. The organization shall 
transmit copies of the certification to the Board by the 6th day of 
October. Such dues are to be deducted in 11 equal installments starting 
with the October paycheck. Such dues are to be transmitted to the 
Association on or before the 10th day of the month following the month 
of deduction.
F-5.2 Employees joining the Association after the original certification list 
presented by the Association will have deductions made in accordance with 
the additional certification as presented by the Association.
F-5.3 In the event the Association certification list is in error, the 
Association agrees to indemnify and hold the Board harmless for claims 
arising from the application of the preceding paragraphs.
F-5.4 The Board agrees to continue the practice of permitting payroll deduction 
for present Association approved insurance programs for which the Board 
does not pay the premiums.
F-6.1 VISITING SCHOOLS: Association members and others acting in their behalf 
shall be permitted to visit schools for carrying out Association business 
as needed. Such visitations shall not interfere with the educational 
program or administrative affairs of the school visited. All visitors 
shall comply with district security requirements and the Colorado Revised 
Statutes of 1963 covering public buildings.
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F-7.1 BUILDING MEETINGS: The Association faculty representative(s) for each 
school shall have the right to schedule Association meetings before or 
after school or during lunch periods. The representative shall obtain 
a building calendar from his principal or designated representative. 
The meetings shall not conflict with the building calendar or the duty 
schedules of the teachers in the building.
F-8.1 DISTRICT INFORMATION: The Board agrees to make available to the 
Association in response to requests information including but not limited 
to: annual financial reports and audits, register of certificated 
personnel, tentative budgetary requirements and allocations, agenda and 
minutes of all Board meetings, pupil enrollment figures, and names and 
addresses of all teachers.
F-9.1 TEACHER FILES: Each member of Unit B shall have the right to review the 
contents of his/her personnel file, whether in the central office or the 
school building, excepting however, any confidential references given at 
the time of employment. At the employee's written request, a representa­
tive of BVEA may accompany the teacher in such review.
F-9.2 Any complaints or statements directed toward a teacher and deemed serious 
enough to become a matter of formal record shall be called promptly to 
the teacher's attention. No material of a derogatory nature will be 
placed in the file or used as part of a teacher's evaluation unless such 
material shall be signed by the person(s) making such derogatory 
allegations.
F-9.3 Such records of complaints and any statements relating to a teacher's 
conduct, service, character or personality shall not be placed in either 
a teacher's building personnel file or in the District Personnel File 
without so informing the teacher and giving him/her an opportunity to 
attach a reply or comments to the complaint or statement(s).
F-10.1 TEACHERS' FACILITIES: Each school will have the following facilities:
a) Storage space and work space for each teacher. The Board shall not 
be held to be the insurer of the teachers' personal belongings 
stored in such space.
b) Well-lighted, well-ventilated, clean teacher restrooms.
c) There shall be a furnished lounge and an equipped workroom provided 
for teachers in each school. Plans to provide such space where it is 
needed shall be initiated. Whenever physical facilities permit, as 
determined by the school planner, and unless the faculty by majority 
vote opposes necessary alterations, faculty workrooms and lounges 
shall be separate.
d) The District shall supply Personnel Directories to all school buildinc 
offices for staff use and to teachers who request one from the 
principal in writing by September 30. Such directories shall contain 
the phone numbers and addresses of all District schools; and a list 
of all District personnel by school ordered by alphabet with assign­
ment; and an alphabetical listing of all district personnel with 
assignment, address, spouse's name (where appropriate), and telephone 
number (where not restricted).
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11.1
12.1
e) The District shall supply all members of Unit B with individual 
copies of the Negotiated Agreement no later than 20 teaching days 
after final ratification. Extra copies desired by the Association 
shall be provided at the Association's expense.
f) The District shall make available season tickets for activity events 
in the Boulder Valley District to all members of Unit B at a cost
of eight dollars ($8.00) per ticket which will provide admission 
for two (2) persons to each activity event.
g) Every reasonable effort will be made to provide parking space for 
each faculty member.
h) A telephone for teacher use for school business and/or necessary 
private business shall be provided in all buildings. Such telephones 
are not to be used for long distance calls unless arrangements cure 
made through the building principal. It is recognized that physical 
limitations of existing buildings may limit the privacy of such 
facilities.
SALARY LETTER: The District shall supply the information below to Unit B
employees no later than May 15 of each year. If a computer malfunction 
occurs, this date may be waived, but such letter shall be in the hands 
of teachers prior to the close of the school year.
New Salary
Total Accumulated Sick Leave
Total Years in the District
Degrees and Hours on Record
Date Next First Aid Requirement is Due
Date Certificate has to be Renewed
Type of Certificate Held
LEAVE ACCOUNTING: When regular reports are developed on absences requiring
substitute teachers they shall be made available to the Association. Such 
reports shall include:
Sick Leave 
Personal Leave
Professional Leave (BVEA days)
District In-Service 
Administration-Initiated Meetings
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SECTION G: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
G-l.l
G-1.2
6-1.3
G-1.4
6-1.5
6- 1.6
6-1.7
6- 2.1
6-3.1
DEFINITIONS: A "grievance" shall mean a complaint by a member or group
of members of Unit B that there has been a violation, a misinterpretation, 
or inequitable application of any of the provisions of this Agreement, or 
of any policy concerning terms and conditions of employment. The term 
"grievance" and the procedure relative thereto shall not be deemed applica­
ble in the case of the failure or refusal of the Board to renew the 
contract of a non-tenure employee or in case of dismissal procedures or 
other matters governed solely by the Employment, Dismissal and Tenure Act 
of 1967 as it now exists or may hereafter be amended.
The written grievance shall refer specifically to the provision(s) of this 
Agreement or policy as referred to in 6-1.1, which it is alleged has been 
violated, misinterpreted or unreasonably or inequitably applied. A 
grievance which does not contain this information may be summarily denied.
A "grievant" is the employee or employees in Unit B making the claim.
A "party in interest" is an employee who might be required to take action 
or against whom action might be taken in order to resolve a grievance.
"Day" or "days" where used in this Grievance Procedure shall mean, unless 
otherwise indicated, working days for members of Unit B.
"LEVEL" as used in this Grievance Procedure shall mean the separate and 
distinct stages to be followed in sequential order in the processing of 
grievances.
"Association" where used in this Grievance Procedure shall mean the 
recognized negotiating organization for Unit B.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest
possible administrative level, equitable solutions to the problems which 
may, from time to time, arise. Both parties to this Agreement agree that 
these proceedings will be kept as informal and confidential as may be 
appropriate at any level of the procedure.
PROCEDURE: Grievances should be processed as rapidly as possible. The
number of days indicated at each level shall be considered as a maximum, 
and a good faith effort shall be made to expedite the process. The time 
limits may be extended by mutual agreement. No grievance shall be recog­
nized by the Association or the Board of Education unless it shall have been 
presented at the appropriate level within fifteen (15) days after the 
aggrieved knew, or should have known, of the act or condition on which the 
grievance is based, and if not so presented, the grievance will be con­
sidered waived. If a grievance is filed which might not be finally resolved 
at LEVEL FOUR under the time limits set forth herein prior to the end of 
the school year, the time limits set forth herein will be reduced so that 
the grievance procedure will be concluded prior to the end of the school 
year, or as soon thereafter as is practicable.
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G-3.
G-3.
G-3.
G-3,
G-3,
G-3.
G-3
G-3.
G-3.
G-3.
2 If, in the judgment of the Association, a grievance affects a group of
Unit B members and two or more principals or no principal, the Association 
may submit such a grievance in writing to the appropriate level Executive 
Director and the processing of the grievance shall begin at LEVEL TWO.
,3 No grievance may be filed regarding any matter for which the method of
review is prescribed by law or in which the Board of Education is without 
authority to act.
4 Neither the Board of Education nor any member of the administration will 
take reprisals of any nature against any grievant, party in interest, 
Association representative, or any other participant in the Grievance 
Procedure because of participation in the Grievance Procedure.
5 During the processing of a grievance through the various levels of the 
procedure, timely filing must be made or the grievance will be considered 
waived.
6 If a member of Unit B elects to pursue any legal or statutory remedy for 
a grievance, such election will bar any further or subsequent proceedings 
for relief in said grievance under the provisions of this Grievance 
Procedure.
7 All written or printed matter dealing with any grievance will be filed 
separately from any other records maintained by the School District and 
will not become a part of the personnel file of any grievant.
8 The Board of Education will make available to any aggrieved person and/or 
representative(s) all pertinent information not privileged under law in 
its possession and control and which is relevant to the issues raised by 
the grievance.
9 The rights and professional reputation of all parties in interest are to 
be protected by all means possible and the interruption of classroom 
activities and the involvement of students are to be avoided wherever 
possible in all phases of the Grievance Procedure.
10 The filing or pendency of any grievance shall in no way operate to 
interfere with the right of the Board of Education and/or the adminis­
tration to continue the contested action.
11 When it is necessary for employees of the District to attend a meeting or 
hearing called to resolve a grievance, such employees shall be provided 
released time without loss of pay for such time as their attendance is 
required at such meeting or hearing subject to the following limitationss
Level One -The grievant, and if requested, one Association
representative and/or not more than one other employee.
Level Two -The grievant, the Association representative and not 
more them two other employees.
Level Three -The grievant, the Association representative and not 
more than two other employees.
Level Four -The grievant, the Association representative and such 
number(s) of other witnesses as may be mutually agreed 
to by both parties.
Notification to such employees' immediate supervisor will be made by the 
appropriate level administrator. Necessary arrangements will be made to 
avoid interruption of the regular school duties of such employee(s).
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G-4.1 LEVEL ONE: A grievance will first be discussed with the aggrieved person's
immediate supervisor with the objective of resolving the matter informally, 
at which time the aggrieved person (1) may discuss the grievance personally, 
(2) may request that the Association’s representative or some other person 
be in attendance, or (3) may request that the Association's representative 
or some other person act in the grievant's behalf. If not resolved, the 
immediate supervisor will provide a written answer to the grievance within 
five (5) days and will provide a copy of that decision to the Association, 
the Grievant, the Personnel Director and the appropriate level Executive 
Director.
G-5.1 LEVEL TWO: If the grievance has not been resolved at LEVEL ONE, it may be
appealed in writing by the Association to the appropriate level Executive 
Director within ten (10) days after receipt of the written decision from 
LEVEL ONE.
G-5.2 The Executive Director and/or representative(s) will meet with the aggrieved 
person and/or representative(s) within five (5) days of the receipt of the 
written grievance from the Association in an effort to resolve the grievance.
G-5.3 Within ten (10) days after hearing the grievance, the Executive Director 
will render a written decision and either present it or send it by U.S. 
mail to the Grievant and to all parties in interest officially present at 
the hearing, as well as to the President of the Association.
G-6.1 LEVEL THREE: If the grievance has not been resolved at LEVEL TWO, or if
no decision has been rendered in writing within ten (10)days after the 
hearing, and the Association deems to do so, the grievance may be appealed 
to the Superintendent within five (5) days after receipt of the written 
decision or the ten (10) day period in which no decision was rendered.
G-6.2 The Superintendent and/or representative(s) will meet with the grievant
and/or representative(s) within ten (10) days after receipt of the written 
grievance in an effort to resolve the grievance.
G-6.3 Within ten (10) days after hearing the grievance, the Superintendent will 
render a written decision and either present it or send it by U.S. mail 
to the Grievant and to all parties in interest officially present at the 
hearing, as well as to the President of the Association.
G-7.1 LEVEL FOUR: If the grievance has not been resolved at LEVEL THREE, or if
no decision has been rendered in writing within ten (10) days after the 
Superintendent heard the grievance, and the Association deems to do so, 
the Association may demand arbitration. Such demand must be made within 
fifteen (15) days after receipt of the Superintendent's response or the 
ten (10) day period of no response. Within ten (10) days of the demand 
for arbitration, the Board and/or representative(s) and the Association 
and/or representative(s) will select an arbitrator. In the event the 
parties are unable to agree on an arbitrator, selection shall be made 
in the manner provided by the current Negotiations Procedure for select­
ing a mediator.
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G-7.2
G-7.3
G-7.4
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G-7.7
The arbitrator will have the authority to hold hearings and make 
procedural rules. All hearings held by the arbitrator shall be in 
closed sessions and no news releases shall be made concerning 
progress of the hearings.
The arbitrator will submit a written report not more than fifteen (15) 
days after the last hearing date or if hearings have been waived, not 
more than fifteen (15) days after receipt of briefs filed in the case. 
Copies of the report will be sent to the Association, the Board of 
Education and the Grievant and will set forth findings of fact, reason­
ing, conclusions and recommendations on the issue(s) submitted. The 
arbitrator shall not amend, take away, add to, or change any of the 
provisions of this Agreement and may consider only the issue(s) submitted 
in writing by the Board and the Association. The arbitrator's decision(s) 
shall be based solely on the interpretation of the terms of this Agreement 
and shall be advisory only and binding neither on the Association or 
the Board of Education.
Within ten (10) days of the receipt of the arbitrator's report, a meeting 
between Association and Board representatives will be held to discuss the 
report. No public release may be made until after such meeting.
The Board shall take official action on the report of the arbitrator not 
later than at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board subsequent 
to the meeting described in G-7.4.
The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including per diem expenses, 
necessary travel and subsistence expenses, shall be shared equally by the 
Board and the Association.
Either party may request that an official stenographic record of the 
testimony at the hearings be made. The party requesting such record shall 
pay the costs thereof except that if the other party shall request a copy 
of any transcript, it shall share the entire cost of making the steno­
graphic record.
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SECTION H: TEACHER AIDES
H-l.l The Board reaffirms the important role aides play in assisting the
faculty in the educational program of the District. It further agrees 
to provide aides in both the elementary and secondary schools as 
determined by sound educational and staffing requirements.
H-1.2 Priority for teacher aide time will be given: (1) to relieve class
overloads: (2) to staffing of resource centers and: (3) to meet
unique and/or unusual needs of a particular school as those needs 
arise.
H-1.3 Assignment of teacher aides at the building level shall be made by 
the principal in cooperation with the faculty. This time will be 
assigned on the priority basis outlined in H-1.2.
H-1.4 The small attendance centers of Gold Hill and Jamestown shall be 
assigned five hours of instructional aide time per day.
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SECTION I: ADVISORY COUNCIL
1- 1.1
1- 1.2
1-1.3
1-1.4
1-1.5
1- 1.6
1-1.7
1- 1.8
1-1.9
1- 1.10
TEACHERS' ADVISORY COUNCIL: The Teachers' Advisory Council shall continue
for the purpose of improving communications and providing an opportunity 
for the discussion of items of concern to teachers and to the administration.
The function of the Council is advisory. As a result of agenda items dis­
cussed, the Council shall make recommendations to the superintendent of 
schools, assistant superintendent, or appropriate director for their 
consideration.
The Council shall be composed of 11 members of Unit B and 4 administrators:
4 elementary classroom teachers, 4 secondary classroom teachers, and 3 
specialists, of which one must be a Special Education Specialist; 1 
elementary principal, 1 secondary principal, 1 central office administra­
tor, and the Superintendent of Schools or his designee. The Association 
vice-president shall serve as an ex-officio member. Such membership to 
be effective September 1, 1977.
Teacher members of the Council shall be selected by the organization 
representing Unit B for a 2 year term. The terms of Unit B members 
shall be staggered so that approximately 50% of the members carry over 
from one year to the next.
The Chairperson of the Teachers' Advisory Council shall be elected by 
the Council from the teacher membership. The operating rules shall be 
established by the Council.
Meetings shall be held once monthly September through May according to 
the schedule set by the current members of the Council and the Super­
intendent. Meeting dates may be changed or additional meetings scheduled 
when necessity requires, by mutual agreement.
Items for the agenda are to be written and mailed to the Council chair­
person and the Superintendent for inclusion on the agenda. Minutes will 
be kept and distributed appropriately. The Council shall consider only 
those items that have not been or cannot be resolved through proper 
administrative channels. Items shall not be included on the agenda if 
they are in the process of negotiations or in any step of the grievance 
procedure. The fact that any item is on the agenda or has been considered 
by the Council does not mean that it cannot also be proposed for the 
negotiations package by either the Board or the negotiating unit. Items 
may be added to the agenda at any meeting by majority vote of the Council.
The administration shall respond to the Council on the status of any 
recommendation made by the Council within 20 days or at the next regularly 
scheduled Council meeting, whichever is first.
Agenda items may be submitted by an certificated employee or group of 
certificated employees providing the item or items meet the qualifications 
for the agenda as established above.
Inquiries concerning duplication of record lists or the gathering of data 
where administrative guidance might be needed should be submitted to the 
appropriate department head in writing, with a copy to the Superintendent.
The department head shall within five (5) days respond to the inquiry in 
writing, either supplying the information or indicating what would be 
involved in obtaining the information and suggesting a time and procedure.
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SECTION J: PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
j-1.1 FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: If a building faculty establishes a Faculty
Affairs Committee, the principal shall attend meetings when requested 
by the committee (given adequate notice) and respond to questions and 
recommendations posed by the committee.
J-2.1 BUILDING AND REMODELING PLAN: Professional personnel affected by new
facilities shall be represented on advisory planning committees.
Teachers may recommend to the level director a committee of repre­
sentatives from among their number to serve on these conmittees. The 
director will select at least two thirds of the teacher members for 
each such committee from the l£st submitted. The teachers serving on 
such committees shall be given released time as determined by the 
director to perform duties related to the committee's work. Final plans 
and specifications shall be available to the committee for review and 
recommendations. Before final approval by the Board of Education, the 
level director shall meet with the committee to consider their questions 
and recommendations concerning the final plans, and shall inform the 
Board of them. It is understood that recommendations from such committees 
are advisory only.
J-3.1 SCHOOL VISITATION: Principals and counselors shall confer with the
teacher before scheduling parent conferences, except in cases of 
emergency.
J-3.2 A teacher at his/her discretion may bar a visitor from his/her classroom 
until a conference is held with the principal. This provision is not 
intended to discourage parents of children in a classroom from visiting 
the classroom.
J-4.1 OTHER MATTERS: Teacher concerns not covered in Section G-l should be
discussed with the principal or appropriate supervisor and then may be 
filed with the Association, and the Association shall have the right 
to meet with the appropriate principal or supervisor in an effort to 
resolve the issue.
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SECTION K: FUTURE CONFERENCE AND TERM
K-l.l This Agreement shall be in full force and effect from its execution to 
and including December 31, 1979, and this Agreement shall automatically 
continue in full force and effect annually from year to year unless 
either of the parties hereto shall terminate the same in accordance with 
the procedure outlined in K-2.
K-1.2 If either party shall desire to change any of the provisions of this 
Agreement, it shall give written notice as outlined in B-3.
K-1.3 If the parties have not reached an agreement on or before the end of the 
Contract or reopening term, all provisions of this Agreement shall remain 
in effect unless specifically terminated in accordance with the following 
procedure.
K-2.1 TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT: Ten (10) or less days prior to the termination
date of this Agreement on the first anniversary date or at any time 
thereafter, if no Agreement on the questions at issue has been reached, 
either party may give written notice to the other party terminating the 
Agreement in not less than ten (10) days after receipt of notification by 
registered mail. Such notice shall state the date and hour of such 
termination. All provisions of the Agreement shall remain in full force 
and effect until the specified time has elapsed. During this period, 
attempts to reach an Agreement shall be continued.
K-2.2 If the parties have failed to resolve their differences by the specified 
date, all obligations under this Agreement are automatically cancelled.
ACCEPTED AND APPROVED ACCEPTED AND APPROVED
Boulder Valley Education 
Association, representing 
the teachers of Boulder 
Valley School District 
Re2J
BOULDER VAIiLF.Y EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION
DATE~~D-< ..vV vn
Board of Education of the 
Boulder Valley Sch<
by
ools 
“ esQdentPr Qji  
BOARD OF EDUCATION
BOULDER VALLEY SCHOOL 
DISTRICT NO. Re-2
DATE / *>, / ?  ? ?
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EXHIBIT A
(Board of Education Policy on Election Procedures)
D. Policy for recognition of an organization by the Board of Education:
1. Election Request - Upon receipt of a petition so requesting 
and signed by at least thirty percent (30%) of the employees 
of the District who would be eligible for inclusion in a 
negotiating unit as set forth in this policy, the Board
of Education will call an election to permit such employees 
to determine which organization, if any, should be recognized 
by the Board as the representative of employees in (1) matters 
pertaining to salaries, (2) terms and conditions of employment, 
and (3) processing of alleged grievances.
2. The Unit - A "Unit" as referred to in this policy shall mean
an employee group organized in one of the following classifications.
a. Paraprofessionals including instructional aides, clerical 
aides, special education aides, media technicians and 
lunchroom supervisors and other paraprofessionals not covered 
by other bargaining groups.
b. Certificated teachers, librarians, counselors, reading 
specialists, psychologists, speech and language specialists, 
and social workers who are employed in such capacity on at 
least a half-time contract.
c. Regularly employed secretarial and clerical personnel except 
the secretary to the Superintendent.
3. Petition Procedure - Petition forms to be used in filing a request 
for a representative election shall be prepared by the Superinten­
dent of Schools and be made available to members of the petitioning 
body upon written request to the Superintendent.
The forms of the petition shall be such as to indicate that those 
who sign are certifying that (1) they have read this policy of the 
District; (2) that they request the Board to call a representative 
election pursuant to provisions set forth in this policy; and (3) 
that to the best of their knowledge, they are employees of the 
District who would be eligible for inclusion in the negotiating 
unit. A copy of this policy shall be attached to all petition 
forms.
4. Notice of the Call for an Election - Within ten (10) days during 
the regular school year following the receipt of such petition, 
by the Superintendent of Schools, bearing the valid and certified 
signatures of at least thirty percent (30%) of the employees of the 
District who would be eligible for inclusion in the negotiating unit, 
the Board of Education shall cause notice to be posted for a period 
of ten (10) days in each school, and the Central Offices of the 
District, such notice to include the following:
a. The date of the posting of the notice.
b. A statement to the effect that a petition has been duly filed 
with the Board requesting that a representative election be 
held and that such request has been entered into the minutes 
of the Board.
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c. A statement to the effect that a representative election will 
be held on a specified date to determine which organization, 
if any, should be named the exclusive representative of the 
employees of the District pursuant to the provision of this 
policy, and
d. A statement identifying persons eligible to vote in the 
election by reason of eligibility for inclusion in the unit.
5. Placing the Name of an Organization on the Ballot - The name of any 
organization limiting its membership to employees of the District 
will be placed on the ballot for the representative election if the 
following are filed with the Superintendent of Schools at least ten 
(10) days prior to the date set for the election:
a. A copy of the constitution and by-laws of the organization. The 
constitution and by-laws must provide for democratic procedures 
and practices; membership must be voluntary; it must not discrim­
inate with regard to terms and conditions of membership because 
of race, religion, sex, age, national origin or handicapped 
condition.
b. A statement naming the officers of the organization and giving 
dates on which the terms of office for the named officers shall 
expire.
c. A statement, signed by the officers have been duly authorized to 
represent the membership in seeking to establish a negotiated 
agreement with the Board of Education.
6. The Election and Subsequent Recognition - Limitations - The Board of 
Education hereby agrees to call a representative election not less them 
fifteen (15) nor more than thirty (30) days following the date of
the expiration of the notices as set forth above.
The form of the ballot, and the procedures and rules governing the conduct 
of the election and the canvassing of ballots shall be established by a 
committee of an equal number of representatives from the Board and the 
organization(s) desiring to be listed on the ballot and or such committee 
may agree upon an impartial party to conduct such election.
Voting in the election shall be limited to persons eligible for inclusion 
in the negotiating unit as set forth in this policy. The choices to be 
listed on the ballot shall include "no organization," and the name of 
each organization which has been duly nominated as the representative 
pursuant to provisions of this policy. The offical eligibility lists 
shall be determined from the last payroll before the election.
The choice receiving a simple majority of the total number of votes cast 
in the election shall, upon the canvassing of the ballots, be declared 
the designated choice of organization representation for a period of two 
years beginning January 1 next following the designation of a representa­
tive group, and petitions for subsequesnt elections will be received not 
less than sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of the period of 
representation.
If more than two choices appear on the ballot and no choice receives a 
simple majority of the total number of votes cast, a run-off election 
shall be held within a period of fifteen (15) days. The choices appearing 
on the ballot at such an election shall be the two choices receiving the 
largest number of votes in the first election.
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The Board shall provide the ballots and space for casting them. The 
Board and organizations on the ballot shall provide persons to 
supervise the elections. Payment of other expenses shall be mutually 
agreed upon in advance by the Board and each organization on the ballot.
At the next regular meeting following the date of the representative 
election, or run-off election, the Board shall officially canvas the 
ballots. Upon determining that an organization has been elected to be 
recognized as the representative of all personnel eligible for inclusion 
in the negotiating unit, the Board shall adopt a resolution so recogni­
zing the organization for the period, purposes, and in accordance with 
the provisions set forth in this policy. Recognition will be automatic­
ally extended for two-year periods without representation elections, 
except as the Board receives petitions for representation elections 
pursuant to this policy.
7. The reenactment of this policy shall not affect rights obtained pursuant 
to the predecessor policy.
Future elections of a representative organization and recognition of an 
organization shall occur as provided for in this policy.
8. Effective Date - This policy shall take effect October 27, 1977.
9. Savings Clause - In the adoption of this policy, the Board hereby declares 
that nothing contained herein is intended to be so construed as to delegate 
or limit the powers, duties, discretions, and responsibilities of a Board 
of Education as prescribed by the Constitution and Laws of the State of 
Colorado. If any provision of this policy —  or any application of this 
policy —  shall be found contrary to law, such provision or application 
shall have effect only to the extent permitted by law.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SELECTION AND APPOINTMENT
Administrative Selection and Appointment. The primary goal in the selection and 
appointment of administrators shall be to place the best qualified person in each 
position. All vacant positions and new positions will be posted and advertised 
for a period of twenty-one calendar days. All employees and applicant candidates 
who are qualified for and interested in administrative positions shall have the 
opportunity to be considered for appointment or promotion, strictly on a merit 
basis, without regard to race, creed, color, religion, nationality, sex or marital 
status. A firm effort will be made to actively seek well qualified women and minori­
ties for consideration for administrative vacancies. Applications for administra­
tive positions will be accepted from within and without district. Selection and 
appointment of administrators will be established in accordance with the above policy 
and shall involve a broad base of advisory involvement of parties affected unless 
deemed impracticable in the judgement of the Superintendent. The procedures may 
vary depending upon the level and type of position to be filled. The Superintendent 
may make emergency appointments on an interim basis.
The Board of Education exercises its own prerogative in selection and appointment 
of the superintendent of schools. The superintendent of schools is charged with 
the responsibility for selection, transfer and promotion, and for making recommen­
dations for appointment and dismissal of all other district administrators.
Transfers
EXHIBIT B
(Board of Education Policy)
Administrators may request transfers. The administrator will be considered an appli­
cant for a position when declared vacant and shall be required to follow the pro­
cedure established for filling vacancies. When such action serves the best interest 
of the district, the superintendent of schools may approve requests for transfer or 
initiate transfer or reassignment notwithstanding established procedures for filling 
vacancies. Such transfers or reassignments shall not be restricted to lateral trans­
fers, but may be made at any level of responsibility, providing that the superintendent 
of schools has discussed the matter in advance with individuals involved and with 
the Board of Education.
Guidelines for this policy will be followed as outlined in the following Procedure.
Phase I
ADMINISTRATIVE SELECTION PROCEDURE
Declaration and Posting of Vancancies. All vacant positions and new positions will 
be posted and advertised for a period of twenty-one calendar days. A firm effort 
will be made to actively seek well qualified women and minorities for consideration 
for administrative vacancies. Applications for adminstrative positions will be 
accepted from within and without the District.
Job descriptions will be available on all positions.
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Phase II E-18.15
Initial Screening. Upon receipt of transcripts, references and resumes or 
applications, applicants will be screened according to basic qualifications as 
determined by the job description. This screening will consider essentially 
experience, certification, NCA and reference qualifications. It involves the 
Personnel Director, appropriate level director, the building principal in the 
case of assistant principal openings, and occasionally the Assistant Superintendent 
and/or the Superintendent of Schools.
Phase III
Information to Board of Education. The Board of Education will be informed of 
the final candidates to appear before the screening committee. Questions and/or 
concerns of individual members of the Board should be expressed to the Superinten­
dent prior to the final recommendation.
Phase IV
Screening Committee for Building Level Administrators. A coimnittee composed of two 
teacher representatives from the building affected, two parents, two students in 
the case of senior high school openings, the level director, appropriate building 
principal(s), an administrator in a comparable position within the district, usually 
a subject or curriculum specialist, and the Director of Personnel will interview the 
candidates selected from the initial screening. The function of this committee is 
to recommend to the Superintendent three or more candidates acceptable to the commit­
tee representing the school where the vacancy exists.
E-18.17
E-18.18
E-18.19
Coimnittee Selection. The building faculty will select its representatives. Exception- 
during the summer, the BVEA building representative and one other teacher will be 
appointed by the principal, in consultation with the level director. The parents 
are nominated by the CAC or other parent group. The students normally involve the 
head girl and head boy. Other selections are made by the level director and the 
Director of Personnel.
Screening for Central Office Administrators. The Superintendent plays the key role 
in screening and interviewing candidates. Assistance from the Assistant Superintendent, 
Director of Personnel, and other directors is secured as appropriate.
Phase V
Superintendent's Recommendation. The Superintendent of Schools will interview
personally those candidates recomnended by the screening committee. The recommendations
of the level director, building principal, or other persons in a supervisory capacity E-18.21
are weighed heavily. The Assistant Superintendent will normally be involved in
making the final selection. The Board of Education shall be advised of the candidates
proposed by the screening cormnittee prior to the official Board meeting at which
Board approval is sought. No announcements will be made to the news media prior to
final approval by the Board of Education. At any point throughout the screeening,
depending on available candidates and their acceptability, the process may begin again
and additional applicants obtained.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
b ou ld er val le y e d u c a t i o n a s s o c i a t i o n
J5r95 A R A STH££I_ ^
BOULDER f CO. 86303 PREVIOUS AGREEMENT EXPIRED
DECEMBER 31» 1977L J
Gentlemen:
We have in our file of collective bargaining agreements a copy of your agreement(s):
WITH EDUCATION a s s o c i a t i o n ; nationa
BOULDER CO BD OF EDUC SCH DIST RE 2J PROF EES COLORADO
Would you please send us a copy of your current agreement—with any supplements (e.g., employee-benefit plans) and wage 
schedules—negotiated to replace or to supplement the expired agreement. If your old agreement has been continued without 
change or if it is to remain in force until negotiations are concluded, a notation to this effect on this letter w ill be appreciated.
I should like to remind you that our agreement file is open for your use, except for material submitted w ith a restriction on 
public inspection. You may return this form and your agreement in the enclosed envelope which requires no postage.
PLEASE RETURN THIS LETTER WITH 
YOUR RESPONSE OR AGREEMENT(S).
I f  more than one agreement, use back o f form for each document. (Please Print)
1. Approximate number of employees involved. J £ J 5 . Q ___________
3. Product, service, or type of busi^ss
4. If your
ishile
*
2. Number and location of establis m nts covered by agreement ^  ‘S c h o o ls  — \jftu_gu  g e S j  S h cou .
# ^ D  isiexr
H o c x C A T i^ » Q f t < _  W s & C ' f t T i o i O  .__________________________________________________________
, indicate new expiration date i  sic, & I,
W h is le ./ - P f ies iden^  iz_ llftuLty ^d. Assoc. 3 o 3/M HM -  M *4 % fa
Your Name and Position Area Code/Telephone Number
<3oko Uiolhui: L 2o%_______________:_____________ llouLogi? Q_n
Add ress City /State/Z IP Code
BLS2452 December 1976
